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Testimonials
Microsoft Business Solutions
“If you’re looking to differentiate your business with the optimal sales messages whilst
simultaneously communicating to people exactly what you do… then Guy has the inspiration,
expertise and efficiency to make it happen.”
Louise Bransby-Zachary, Marketing Communications Manager
The Royal Bank of Scotland
“Guy produced some excellent work for us, even when writing large volumes of copy under
demanding timescales. He was willing and able to accommodate different methods and
approaches as required, has a very professional style and is a pleasure to work with.”
Andy Poulton, Project Manager Internet – Retail Direct Strategy
Mandarin Oriental Hotel Group
“Guy and his team provide Mandarin Oriental with an invaluable copywriting and editing
service. They create great copy for marketing purposes and help many of our hotels’
marketing colleagues perfect their English language communications to our guests and travel
industry partners where English is perhaps not a first language.”
Jill Kluge, Chief Marketing Officer
BT Business
“I’ve worked closely with Guy and his team for the last few years and they’re an absolute
pleasure to work with! They’re extremely accommodating and flexible, especially in
responding to the very many urgent requests we send their way! They’ve produced a whole
host of customer communications for us and really get our brand, in particular in the way we
want to communicate with our customers.
They’ve also produced user guides and other sales-enablement materials for us coming up
with alternative, creative ways to present information that really engages customers – the
output always being to their usual high-quality standard.”
Sinead Gilbert, Marketing
BT Total Broadband
“I cannot recommend Guy highly enough. Since our initial project in 2001, I have worked with
Guy consistently on mass consumer emails, high-profile web sites and numerous user guides.
Guy has an excellent understanding of our business, products and customers, works
seamlessly alongside other suppliers, assists with managing our projects, and is outstanding
value for money. Oh, he writes great copy too!”
Stuart Pinkney, Consumer Retention Manager
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LV=
“We’ve been delighted with Guy’s work. He’s meticulously fulfilled each brief and, by asking
probing and incisive questions, supplied improved organic search results for our web site.
The standard of delivery has been exceptional, and we won’t hesitate to ask Guy to produce
more web site content for LV.com”
Alan Lay, Web Content Manager, eCommerce
Datasouth UK
“I have been working with Guy and his team for over 10 years now. Guy is the first person I
turn to when I need high-quality, well-worded and grammatically perfect content for web
sites. He can always be counted on to do what he says he will and will always deliver on time.
Guy’s great to work with and diplomatic when suggesting ways that copy can be improved. I
don’t write lots of recommendations, but this is one reference I am very pleased to supply.”
Rob Maynard, Managing Director
BT Retail
“If I need some copywriting done, I know I can always rely on Guy. Once he’s involved, I begin
to relax…”
Simon Dawes, Business Improvement
Hill Online
“Excellent strategy, fantastic ideas and implementation. One feels that no stone is left
unturned – also thoroughly enjoyable to work with!”
Amanda Blayer, Commercial Manager
Industrial Rubber
“We all thought the script was excellent – a refreshingly natural dialog, expertly presented.”
Geoff Mullins, IT Manager
Living Heritage
“We have recently used Guy to develop all the content on our web site. The work has been
outstanding in terms of strategic advice, quality of writing, adherence to timetables and
process management. I would highly recommend Guy to any companies considering using his
service.”
Christopher P. Combemale, Chief Executive
Logon4London
“As a company we worked with Guy for two years for consultation purposes on the
development of our web sites and contract publishing concerns. Work was always punctual
and accurate. Development of the site was kept on schedule through Guy’s project
management. Coupled with this was a high level of creativity and ideas which undoubtedly
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improved the finished product. We are grateful for the work elements of which were done
above and beyond the call of duty.”
Paul Gibson, Managing Director
London Pass
“Guy provided us a with a great product and efficient service in time-sensitive
circumstances.”
Andrew Grahame, Marketing Manager
OgilvyOne worldwide
“I have always found Guy to be very efficient, helpful and able to turn round work very
quickly. Guy’s always on hand with advice when issues arise, such as too much copy when
laying out in artwork. He’s very friendly and makes a great effort to get to know the agency,
brand and people he works with.”
Milly McCall, Account Manager
BT Total Broadband
“I’d like to thank Guy for his recent help with the ‘installation instructions’ that are supplied
to our BT Total Broadband customers. Guy was able to take a complex range of setup, marketing and help information and present it in a simple and straightforward way. In
particular, he was invaluable in communicating quite complex technical information in a
consistent, friendly and easy-to-follow language.”
Paul Armstrong, Product Manager
Parker Baines Group
“Parker Baines have used the services of Guy with great success on numerous assignments in
the past and without doubt will use them again in the future.”
Chris Hensby, Marketing Manager
StayingClose
“Thank you for the excellent work done so far on StayingClose. It has certainly added a much
deeper level of creativity and your input has always been very timely and practical.”
Simon Rogers, Chairman
TFG Sports
“We were very pleased with the quality and style of the work that Guy produced, in spite of
what were often tight timescales. Guy was also extremely helpful in suggesting solutions for
site navigation and links. We would not hesitate in recommending Guy to other organisations
requiring copywriting expertise for any project – and look forward to working with him again
in the future.”
Beth Hopkins, Web Project Manager
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BT Retail Consumer Indirect Channels
“Guy has been a great asset to BT Consumer Indirect Channels on a number of levels: getting
our copy to market quickly and correctly; writing with the most effective tone of voice for our
product set; and using the best approach for each customer or partner audience.
Guy translates a large amount of material into concise messaging against tight deadlines. He
always provides high-quality output and with a ‘can do’ attitude. I would be very happy to
recommend him; under challenging circumstances he delivers with excellence.
Claire Hansen, Head of Partner Marketing
Ukash
“Guy was able to take our proposition and communicate it in a way that was easy to
understand by all our target customer groups.”
David Cox, Marketing Manager
Unigraph Design
“Guy is skilled at creating engaging copy and cutting through technical jargon. A stickler for
detail, he can always be relied upon to turn work around quickly and efficiently. He’s always
professional – and great fun to work with.”
Karyn Clarke, Senior Account Manager
BT
“Guy always responds on brief, on time and on budget. He’s reliable, produces high-quality
work and is flexible enough to turn work around in short timescales. I wouldn’t hesitate to
recommend him to my colleagues, but not to competitors!”
Ursula Butler, Marketing
JD Designs
“Guy has worked with me for four years on Peak and Regent magazines.
He worked as picture editor and has a very good knowledge of print production. Guy also
took on the task of The Peak social column and went out with great flair to flatter and
photograph the elite of the Hong Kong social scene. He designed the pages and wrote a witty
column.
In fact, he is an all-round talented young man: he has enormous energy and enthusiasm –
and is capable of taking on any task you challenge him with. And succeeding.
For the past six months he’s been designing pages for The Peak magazine and co-ordinating
the production.
He would be enormous value to any creative team.”
Jan Davis, Creative Director
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Hearing Link
“It was a pleasure to work with Guy and his team on the joint BT and Hearing Link
publication, Communication Choices Your Hearing, your life. Guy’s understanding of the
challenges of hearing loss during our initial discussions and his team’s skill and attention to
detail helped to shape the brochure into an invaluable tool for those experiencing the
changes brought about by loss of hearing.”
Sarah Smith, Helpdesk Manager
BT
“I’ve worked with Guy and his team over a number of years and a number of different
projects. I’ve always found Guy to be exceptionally professional and responsive, and reliable
– a safe pair of hands for any project. Guy and the team always take time to thoroughly
understand the brief, and the work delivered is always delivered on time and, importantly,
well thought through and well executed. Always a pleasure to work with.”
Marie Goddard, Senior Marketing Manager
BT
“Elegant and thoughtful with bags of charisma. Guy is a sensational copywriter who shows
much appreciation in taking time out to understand the needs of not only the business, but
also its customer wants/needs. His copy writing skills are of the highest order for anyone
wanting to connect and develop a long-term relationship with their base. For anyone on the
lookout, I would definitely recommend having a chat with Guy before you make a decision.”
Peter Simeon, Marketing Manager
Massive Analytic
“Guy and his team produced the script for our first ever video. It was excellent. The video is
intended as a viral piece targeted at creating a buzz in the funding community as well as
potential clients. The script successfully translated traditional data quantification messages
into something more accessible for a wider business audience. Crunching social media data is
without a doubt going to be the next big problem to which Massive Analytic has the solution.
The biggest problem with writing a video script for this was how to engage with people
who’re not techies or data junkies and project a brand, company and product that’s
accessible – without losing its core gravitas. Explaining what exactly we’re offering in a way
that doesn’t alienate people is challenging. But this is precisely what Guy and his team
achieved.”
George Frangou, Founder and CEO
BT Global Services
“Guy has been a very committed and hardworking resource to help us to adhere to very
challenging and complex milestones. Guy always presented a positive approach and took on
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the tasks at hand – but always delivered a high-quality product. A pleasure to work with.”
John Pirie, Programme Director
Webvideos
“I worked with Guy over about an 18-month period when we were making videos for BT. Guy
was the primary script and copywriter and took a lot of the strain in managing the customer
expectations and he never missed a deadline. Of all the strongly positive things I could say
the characteristic that stood out for me was Guy’s professionalism. When you’re working
with a company like BT you need someone who can calm troubled waters and provide
reassurance to one and all. Guy is an ocean of calm, and we love working with him.”
Andy Woodruff, MD and Head of Business Development
Rich Interactive
“Aside from being a generally great bloke, Guy is also very skilled at what he does. I can
provide a generally average brief, written in a rush and then relax. I know that when it comes
back it will sparkle with just the right tone and subtlety to create the response I was after.”
Daryl Stickley, Managing Director
BSS Digital
“I have worked with Guy on projects ranging from web copy for top financial institutions to
scripts for DVDs for the tourism industry, and each time the results have been excellent. He is
very personable, and a pleasure to work with.”
Tim Wedge, Head of Design
Unigraph
“Guy was fantastic to work with, always proactive, on the ball and great with detail.”
Emma McCrea, Account Manager
Clockwork Web
“Guy is a terrific chap. We’ve worked together on a number of projects, and he has always
delivered good work on time, and at a sensible budget. Guy is very good at what he does and
is a pleasure to work with. I’ve now known Guy for many years and am honoured to know
him as a friend. I have no hesitation in recommending Guy to anyone.”
Jeremy Spiller, Managing Director and Founder
Some of whom I’ve worked for or with (as a writer or sometimes as a publisher)
A J Blake
Aristocrat
Arrival Marketing
Asian Sources
BDT Invest
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Boyer Allan Investment
Bostock and Pollitt
British Airways
BT Business
BT Global Services
BT Retail
BT Wi-fi
BT.com
Business Traveller
Chestertons
Climate Change Capital
Clockwork Web
Colombian Emeralds
Complete Cruise Solutions
Datasouth
Deepend
Dunhill
Email Vision
Frizzell
Glulam Supplies
Hamworthy KSE
Hill Publishing
HongkongBank
HK TV Times
Hong Kong Tatler
HSBC
Industrial Rubber
Intergage
InterContinental Hotels
JW3
Lane Crawford
Living Heritage
Logon4London
LV= (Liverpool Victoria)
M-Corp
Marks & Spencer
Mandarin Oriental Hotels Group
Marsh & Parsons
Massive Analytic
McDonald’s
Microsoft Business
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Microsoft Dynamics
Nash Felts
NatWest
Panasonic
Parker Baines
Passport
Peregrine Communications
Property Guide Group
Pushbutton-Creative
ReCommIT
Royal Bank of Scotland (RBS)
Salisbury Diocese
SAS
Securicor
Showcase
Smile Train
Sotheby’s
South China Morning Post
Sovereign
Springdale Mortgage Corp
Standard Chartered
Staying Close
Stent
Sun Microsystems
Team Recruitment
Tech Data
TFG Sports
The Chapel
The Email Academy
The Giving Machine
The Peak
Unibet
Unigraph Design
Vertical Leap
Winning Bets
Winterthur
Wolsey Securities
Yoptin
Zellweger
Zurich Esitrak
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Who I worked with/on/for in 2021
Some of the agencies/businesses/organisations/brands I’ve written/edited with/on/for in
2021, in alphabetical order:

Accenture – video script
Amazon – listings; video script
Android Enterprise Essentials – video script
Art & Design Partnership – messaging
Aruba – emails; banners
Broadway Publishing – multiple town guides / e-books
Cegid – e-books
CDW – script
Crisis at Christmas – messaging
Dell – script for animated video; banners; emails; landing page; LinkedIn posts; video script
Dynabook [formally Toshiba PC Company] – banners; battlecard; emails; landing page;
LinkedIn posts; video script
Extreme Networks – emails
Google Workspace – video script
Fly MarTech – video scripts
Infinite Enterprise – emails; social posts
Lenovo – email
Mandarin Oriental, Barcelona – press release
Mandarin Oriental, Bodrum – press releases
Mandarin Oriental Bosphorus, Istanbul – press kit, fact sheet, press releases
Mandarin Oriental, Doha – web content
Mandarin Oriental, Geneva – web content
Mandarin Oriental Hotel Group – PR collaterals
Mandarin Oriental, Jakarta – press releases
Mandarin Oriental Jumeira, Dubai – press kit
Mandarin Oriental, Milan – press release
Mandarin Oriental, Marrakesh – press releases
Mandarin Oriental, Paris – press releases
Mandarin Oriental Ritz, Madrid – menus, brochure
Mandarin Oriental, Tokyo – web content
Hitachi Vantara – emails; PDF (article)
Rich Interactive – video scripts
Rohoni – Amazon SEO listings; video script
Sublimotion – press kit
Targus – banners; emails; landing page; LinkedIn posts
Tech Data – emails; web pages; web content; scripts
Transparity – articles
Ultima – scripts
Upfluence – Turtl book; e-book; case study
Xerox – banners; battlecard; emails; landing page; LinkedIn posts
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Art article: Rich Harvest from Three-score Years for Dimensions
For Dimensions in Living magazine

“In a sense I am a collector of stories, stories about my discovery of these tapestries
throughout the world.”
One of the most dramatic shop fronts in Hollywood Road belongs to C P Ching Antiques. It
features what must be one of the largest tapestries ever to be seen in this Aladdin’s Cave
district of treasures and trivia. It depicts proud cockerels and a swirling dragon, and is unlike
any other type of Japanese (or for that matter, Chinese) tapestry.
The huge piece is one of a rare group of tapestries produced in Japan over a short period of
60 years, between the end of the 18th and the beginning of the 19th centuries, the work of
Japanese kimono-makers who, collector Roland Marcz believes, may have started creating
the tapestries simply to show off their skill at needlework. Little is known about the
craftsmen except that tapestry-making was not their main craft; they made their living
embroidering Japanese kimono and Fukusa, embroidered silk squares used for wrapping
gifts, but took up commissions to embroider pieces for visiting dignitaries.
The scenes portrayed in most of the tapestries are a mixture of nature and powerful myths.
The usual technique employed in its creation was the coil-stitch which provided a distinct
background on which to work the embroidery. The workmanship is so intricate and detailed,
it is estimated that two weavers would have taken around 15 years to complete a tapestry
similar in size to the one that ornaments the C P Ching window.
There is yet, however, and even rarer type of tapestry made by the kimono-weavers of Japan.
Known as koss’u, it involves an intricate technique of patchwork in which hundreds of jigsaw
puzzle-like little pieces in different colours are stitched together to create the desired pattern
or design. An example in Roland Marcz’s collection depicts three scholars standing at the
guy@guynicholls.ink
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bottom of a waterfall against a beautiful backdrop of hills. The tapestry is thought to have
belonged to Emperor Hirohito.
Paradoxically, very few of these works of art are available in Japan itself. In the seven years
Roland has been collecting them, he has come across only about 150 pieces, of these, very
few were actually found in Japan.
“Most of the pieces were made (and given away) as gifts to important visitors, so they existed
as an export commodity. It is easy to see that the tapestries were not made for the Japanese
themselves; they are not of Japanese taste. Many of them show scenes of Mount Fuji and the
like, scenes that nowadays would be termed tourist attractions,” said Roland.
While none of the tapestries were made for local consumption, some, Roland explained,
were donated to temples in Japan. “My favourite depicts six gods and a goddess of fortune in
a pastoral setting. Probably made in the 17th century for the harvest festival in Kyoto, it is a
unique piece, outstanding in its detail. The entire tapestry is first done as koss’u, then fully
embroidered with gold thread but so subtly, the embroidery just lends a glow to the piece.
I have come across many koss’u and embroidery, but I have never seen or heard of anything
combining the two techniques – koss’u and embroidery – in one piece. The work is so fine
that on the gods’ heads, each hair has been stitched on individually, and the embroidery
changes every two square inches. It takes a viewer a long time to discover all the subtleties
and nuances of the tapestry. It must have taken the craftsmen close to a lifetime to
complete.
The theme itself is auspicious. The seven deities – Daikoku (representing wealth and fortune),
Ebisu (candor and fair play), Benten (goddess of amiability, beauty and music), Fukurokuju
(wisdom), Jurojin (longevity), Bishamon (dignity) and Hotei (magnanimity and popularity – are
shown planting corn and rice, reaping and threshing, ploughing the fields, binding and storing
hay with serene smiles on their faces.
“In Edo’s Japan”, continued Roland, where the social structure depended on the largely
unrewarded labour of the peasant class, the tapestry must have served to remind people to
be thankful for the fruits of the earth. That’s why I think the piece must have been created
for a harvest festival.”
Another piece in Roland Marcz’s collection shows a valley running up to Mount Fuji. It is full
of the natural beauty of Japan: rivers and lakes surrounded by cherry blossoms; and cranes,
ducks, temples and bridges. Still another one borders on the abstract. It shows a group of
haystacks. As you gaze into the picture, the animals disguised in the background begin to
surface – birds, tortoises, etc.
guy@guynicholls.ink
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Measuring and average of 4’ x 6’ in size, these are not pieces to collect as one would snuff
bottles. “They are collectible in essence, but a collector can’t have hundreds on them; one or
two is enough. There simply isn’t room,” says Roland. “One can’t keep them rolled up in the
cupboard. They need space; they need to breathe and be seen.”
Except for the few pieces he keeps for himself, Roland is a kind of half-way house for the
tapestries on their way to a new collector. “In a sense I collect stories, stories about my
discovery of these tapestries throughout the world.” Every piece he has sold has gone with
the proviso that if he is ever in that part of the world, he would be allowed to ‘visit’ the piece.
As a guarantee of their rarity and increasing value, he has undertaken to buy back any
tapestry returned to him after a year at 10% more than their original value. A recent
American purchaser was so enamoured with the work he’d bought, he is redesigning this
home with the tapestry (nine dragons crashing through water) as the centrepiece.
It deserves nothing less.
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Art article: Art from the Cosmos for TV & Entertainment Guide
For TV & Entertainment Times magazine

Since arriving in Hong Kong from New York back in 1969, Martha Lesser has been a major
contributor to the growth of the local arts scene.
Lesser’s latest artistic contribution, Sketches for the Runa Series, which will be open to the
general public from May 20-28 at the American Library in the United Centre.
The exhibition features 21 fresh-off-the-easel pictures that even Lesser’s New York
representative, the Vorpal Galleries, hasn’t yet shown. The Runa Sketches are a breakthrough
for Lesser. Most people associate her with stimulating black-and-white works such as the
Infinity Scapes, and there are a couple of these sketches featured to help seasoned Lesser
watchers identify with the exhibition.
Begun in 1984, the series was originally titled Gothic Arches, but Lesser later found the Gothic
word runa (a secret thing/mystical symbol) more encompassing. Whereas the Infinity Scapes
were born out of a personal, religious experience presented to the public, the runa series, of
temples and temple entrances, is a public religious edifice made personal.
Born and schooled in Brooklyn, Lesser later attended New York University, where she studied
Art, Psychology, Comparative Religion and Eastern Philosophy.
She then taught within the New York public school system and operated her own sculpture
studio. That was in the late Sixties, and as the Seventies drew near, Lesser decided it was
time to leave New York.
After being offered an administrative job on a Peace Corps training project, she decided Asia
was more to her taste and headed for Hong Kong. After a couple of years of freelance and
teaching work, Lesser moved to the Hong Kong University’s Extra-Mural Studies Department
and in 1974 was appointed tutor-in-charge of the arts and design division.
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Nicknamed “Multi-Media-Martha”, for her wide variety of output, ranging from direct metal
sculpture to environmental arts and crafts, Lesser’s work has featured in 48 group exhibitions
in Asia, Europe and North America. Her productions are in public and private collections
around the world, and the Runa Series is her 12th solo exhibition. (The founding members of
The Visual Arts Society were all former students of Lesser.)
The Runa Series evolved for Lesser on paper in the past three years or so. “It’s a funny thing
with art,” she says, “the older you get, and I know that I am not unique in this, the more you
go back to the things that absolutely fascinated you when you were a kid.”
“I loved Gothic when I was a kid. I’d sort of forgotten about it, being out here for years. When
I went to Paris at Christmas 1981, I got hooked seeing Gothic again, and went back 18
months later for a sabbatical – just to let the stuff ooze into me.
“The doorways, I felt, just had to be put into painting. It all connects up with the spiritual,
psychic and religious experience I had when I was 21. I left my body. Went out into the
cosmos. Died. Had a choice of coming back or not, and decided to return as it all seemed so
‘simple’ from that perspective.”
A few days after her “trip” to the cosmos, people asked her if she had been meditating on a
mountain top. She replied: “No, I was doing my homework, sitting in the living room at about
3am in the morning. Sorry to disappoint you.”
The cosmic jaunt launched her into the world of psychic healing. She was able to get back in
touch with the related energies in a more controlled way. She found she could call upon the
“energies” whenever she wanted.
“It’s fantastic, I’m able to get information at the appropriate times, harnessing the powers
and letting them flow into my work.”
Lesser’s Infinity Scapes are all based on “Out There” experiences reflecting the floating
energies of the cosmos. The Runa Sketches are a grounded religious and mystical form.
Lesser is fascinated by light and has a passion to play with it and explore it.
“When you’re dealing with light, and making it real, and you’re dealing with temples, using
only pigments only pigments on the canvas just isn’t enough,” she says.
She hopes that the Runa Series and the explorations she is currently involved in will act as a
magnet for all local “closet-psychics”. She believes that there is a wealth of mystical
experiences in such an international place as Hong Kong.
guy@guynicholls.ink
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Case study (+ video scripts + social media): Microsoft Business
Travel Corporation Case Study
Microsoft Dynamics CRM helps a travel giant centralise its sales and customer retention

“It’s all now centralised, backed up, managed, consistent – giving us control across all our
brands and regions.”
Alan Cox, Information Management Director, The Travel Corporation
Established in the 1940s, The Travel Corporation is a highly successful international travel
group with 24 award-winning brands and a turnover of about £2 billion. It operates in 60
countries and has over 35 offices with more than 4,000 team members serving over 1 million
customers a year.
Extraordinary as it may seem, there was a time when The Travel Corporation ran much of its
extensive sales management and customer communications on a verbal or manual basis.
Broadly speaking, the company has three types of customer: the travel agent, the consultant
and the consumer or end user who actually gets to go on the trip.
Business needs
It was a major challenge for The Travel Corporation to know what its agents and consultants
were working on and how they were getting on – vital information to help The Travel
Corporation run its business smoothly, generate revenue and plan future growth.

“If I visited one agency four times and another agency ten times, did the sales represent a
response to this?” asks Alan Cox, Information Management Director of The Travel Corporation.
As for its end users, any relationship management with customers was based around individual
staff. If they left, the customer relationship – and its retention – suffered. But it wasn’t just a
problem of dealing with staff changes. “There wasn’t any deep intelligence and knowledge
about our customers,” says Cox.
The Travel Corporation needed a centralised automated sales system and a customer retention
system to learn more about, and care for, its customer base. No mean task, given the size of
the company and its global reach.
The solution
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The Travel Corporation chose Microsoft Dynamics CRM to reorganise and run its sales
management and customer retention operations. There are 500 users within the company.
“We started in 2006 with CRM 3.0 with a business-to business element for our sales managers
– where they could assign agencies and agents to territories so they could start to record
details of their activities and produce sales and management reports to understand the
activities of the agents and agencies in their area,” Cox explains.
He continues, “Nowadays, we’re on CRM 4.0 and we’ve recently implemented centralised tools
for our sales managers and customer service teams so we could better handle customer
feedback and act accordingly. We had centralised complaints, praise and customer service
issues and increased awareness of these amongst sales managers so they were fully briefed
before meeting customers – great for customer care.”
Microsoft Dynamics CRM also enabled a centralised dashboard for the executives so they could
see sales figures and management information at a glance – broken down however they
wanted.
Finally, the company used Microsoft Dynamics CRM to build a lead management system and
gain a better understanding of the customer journey.
Benefits
Thanks to Microsoft Dynamics CRM, The Travel Corporation was able to easily understand who
its top-selling agents and agencies were around the world and what kinds of products they
were selling year-on-year, using which brochures and sales tools. The company also got
comprehensive sales and management reporting and tracking systems.

Crucially, Microsoft Dynamics CRM helped The Travel Corporation get to know its customers
better.
Centralised sales and management information
“It’s all now centralised, backed up, managed, consistent – giving us control across all our
brands and regions,” says Cox. He continues, “We could understand behaviours and trends and
start to recognise people who were doing repeat business with us, across all our types of
customers... and then we were able to tailor future correspondence and activities accordingly.”
Better customer service
“We can now send out personalised emails to customers about their trip, co-branded with our
agent. This makes us all look good, and it’s a better experience for customers,” Cox explains,
“and our analytics show better deliverability and improved open rates.”
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Better decision making
Gone are the days of tired data that isn’t as accurate and timely as it could be. As for the sales
teams, they’ve become a more effective force, with lots of information at their fingertips to
help them plan and make informed decisions about which customers to see and what to say
to them.
New staff get up to speed fast
“Using CRM, replacement staff are able to pick up on the recent customer history and quickly
understand where everything’s at,” says Cox. This means more efficient sales visits and
improved customer experience.
More information for better management
With better visibility of team and team member activities, managers can react more effectively
to personnel changes and issues.
More flexible sales management
As managers find it easier to assign agencies to tasks or campaigns using a set of assignment
rules, they can be more efficient and spend less of their time on admin.
Better customer profiles
“We can better understand our customers’ activity, their behaviour, their preferences – and
we can customise and tailor communications and activities with them accordingly,” says Cox.
Easier navigation
With Microsoft Dynamics CRM, it’s easy to find your way around the system.

“We’ve got accounts we use for travel agencies, contacts for consultants and consumers. And,
when you go into one of these entities, you can see all related info, such as bookings they’ve
made and brochures they’ve ordered,” says Cox.
Better sales forecasting
The Travel Corporation’s main planning now takes place on an annual basis and is then
constantly and easily updated.

“We can look over the year’s production, set targets at a territory or key partner level and then
monitor progress towards those targets,” says Cox.
Better time and travel planning
Integration with Microsoft Street and Trips for itinerary issues, such as route planning and
mileage, is easy, saving time and energy.
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Better lead management
“We can now get customer feedback and immediately point it to the agent who has a
relationship with that customer,” says Cox.
Better view of campaign strategies’ ROI
“It’s now so much easier comparing the cost of executing a DM piece or campaign and then
running a report to see who booked as a result. This intelligence is allowing us to begin to
improve our segmentation strategies,” says Cox, concluding, “and we know our customers
better”.

Twitter (140)
Find out how Microsoft Dynamics helped a travel giant centralise sales and improve customer
retention. <url>

Facebook and LinkedIn (420)
Thanks to Microsoft Dynamics, The Travel Corporation got deep intelligence and knowledge.
Crucially, it got to know its customers better.

“We can better understand our customers’ activity, their behaviour, their preferences – and
we can customise and tailor communications and activities with them accordingly,” says Cox,
Information Management Director, The Travel Corporation.
Read the full story at <url>

Blog summary
[If heading needed: travel giant centralises sales and boosts customer retention]
The Travel Corporation needed centralised control across all its brands and regions, no mean
task given the size of the company and its global reach.

The solution was Microsoft Dynamics CRM. “Nowadays,” Cox explains, “we’re on CRM 4.0
and we’ve recently implemented centralised tools for our sales managers and customer
service teams.” The company has also used Microsoft Dynamics CRM to build a lead
management system and gain a better understanding of the customer journey.
Benefits
Thanks to Microsoft Dynamics CRM, The Travel Corporation was able to easily understand who
its top-selling agents and agencies were, what kinds of products they were selling, and using
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which sales tools. The company got comprehensive sales and management reporting and
tracking systems and, crucially, it got to know its customers better.
“We had centralised complaints, praise and customer service issues and increased awareness
of these amongst sales managers so they were fully briefed before meeting customers – great
for customer care,” Cox concludes.
Read the full story at <url>
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Sláinte Case Study
Microsoft Dynamics NAV helps software provider understand its cost base for rapid growth

“One of the big risks of a company growing as quickly as us is that, if you grow too quickly, you
don’t understand your cost base – that’s not going to happen now we have NAV. I think the
future is very bright.”
Andrew Murphy, CEO, Sláinte Healthcare
Founded in 2006, Sláinte Healthcare is a rapidly expanding provider of technology and services
to the acute healthcare sector. Headquartered in Dublin, Ireland, and with a presence in UK,
the Middle East, the USA, Australia and Asia, Sláinte helps hospitals maximise their clinical and
operational performance through the use of its technology platforms.
Business needs
Sláinte grew rapidly in seven years, from being a local Dublin company with one employee to
an international organisation with over 70 employees, across six countries. To maintain this
growth, it needed fast and accurate account information so it could make the necessary rapid
investment, sales and marketing decisions.

Ongoing investment decisions were based on profitability by product – and, to make informed
decisions, the software company needed product-by-product, month-by-month analysis.
Also, as an international organisation, Sláinte needed a robust accounting solution that could
easily manage accounts across countries and currencies, saving time on doing it all manually.
The solution
Sláinte chose Microsoft Dynamics NAV. Not only could the system do everything Sláinte
wanted, it’s also future proof and can grow with the company and any new demands.

Sláinte also liked that Microsoft Dynamics NAV is so easy to set up.
“I was very pleasantly surprised at how easy it all was. The rapid-start functionality of NAV 2013
is great,” says Andrew Murphy, CEO, Sláinte Healthcare. He continues, “When you look
through the set-up list, it looks as if it would all take a long time but, because of the usability
of the system, it all went far smoother than we ever expected.”
Sláinte chose Microsoft partner Ciall to implement the new system.
“Not only do they have the technical capability, but also their principals are chartered
accountants. They understand all the nuances within business, and Ciall runs its own business
guy@guynicholls.ink
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using NAV. That gives a lot of comfort for me,” says Murphy, adding, “I cannot praise Ciall
enough. I thought they were incredible to work with.”
Benefits
By investing in Microsoft Dynamics NAV, Sláinte has a leading-edge, multi-faceted, scalable
platform, which gives the reassurance and confidence needed for fast growth.
Excellent integration
Microsoft Dynamics NAV gives Sláinte full desktop integration with most Microsoft
applications, including Microsoft Word, Microsoft Excel, Microsoft OneNote and Microsoft
SharePoint. Microsoft Dynamics NAV also integrates easily with SQL.

“NAV is the right product for Sláinte as they grow into additional territories or where their
function requirements change... it’ll meet their requirements,” says Microsoft partner Ciall’s
Michael Horgan.
Easy to learn and use
A fast-growing company recruits fast. And new people need to pick things up fast so as not to
hold up progress.

“One of the big benefits we’ve seen with NAV is how quickly people got up to speed with using
the system,” says Murphy.
Easy customisation
Because Microsoft Dynamics NAV is customisable, you can set things up the way you want
them. This helps the Sláinte teams work more efficiently and it increases well-being and job
satisfaction.

“You can make it do what you want really easily... I can do a lot on one screen, so I can get my
information into my accounts very quickly,” explains Susan Ryan, Financial Controller at Sláinte.
Easy accounts control
As an international company, it’s very important for Sláinte to get fast, accurate overviews of
its financial situation at any time.

“With NAV, I can see at the click of a button the accounts for the group, the UK, our Abu Dhabi
office and our Australian office without any real effort whatsoever,” says Murphy.
Better decision making
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Sláinte has big investment decisions to make all the time on research, development, sales and
marketing budgets. Its people now have all the information they need on hand, at any time, in
any of their offices.
“We’ve doubled in size every year for the last five years and, if we’re going to do that for the
next five years, access to information to allow us to make really critical decisions on a fully
informed basis is really important. We can do that now because we have Dynamics NAV 2013,”
says Murphy.
Increased confidence
When you’re growing fast, you need a clear view of what’s working and what isn’t.

Murphy explains: “Profitability by product is very important – we can see profit month-bymonth on a product-by-product basis... and this gives us confidence to keep up that
investment.”
Less administration, more time savings
Sorting out employer returns and related transactions used to be a major time-consuming
challenge for this international company. Not anymore.

“In Ireland, we have to file P30 employer returns once a month; it’s P32 in the UK and
something else elsewhere. All these filings have strict time limits. With NAV, we can automate
the filing and that takes out a huge amount of manual effort,” says Murphy.
He goes on, “I want people focusing on their core job and not have them tied up on a lot of
administration... not filling out timesheets that need to be emailed around.”
More efficient billing
Paying bills is easy with Microsoft Dynamic NAV.

As James Heslin, Client Services Manager at Sláinte, points out, “You just select the company
that you’re going to bill from your drop-down, and put in the times there and then. It’s great
to have it all there in front of you. There’s a huge difference in the time being spent.”
Easy, automatic currency conversion
Being able to report activities in different currencies is good for Sláinte. Before Microsoft
Dynamic NAV, Sláinte had to convert everything into the euro every month. This would cause
a problem at the end of the year because the company had to reconcile all these currency
changes.
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Now, though, it runs in different currencies for different clients for different territories – and
all this is handled seamlessly by NAV. “I think the future is very bright,” concludes Murphy.

Twitter (140)
Find out how Microsoft Dynamics helped a software provider understand its cost base for
rapid growth. <url>

Facebook and LinkedIn (420)
Thanks to Microsoft Dynamics, Sláinte Healthcare gained the leading-edge, multi-faceted,
scalable platform it needed for rapid growth.

“One of the big risks of a company growing as quickly as us is that, if you grow too quickly,
you don’t understand your cost base – that’s not going to happen now we have NAV. I think
the future is very bright,” says Andrew Murphy, CEO, Sláinte Healthcare.
Read the full story at <url>

Blog summary
[If heading needed: Healthcare company understands its cost base for rapid growth]
To maintain its growth, Sláinte Healthcare needed fast and accurate account information so it
could make the necessary rapid investments, sales and marketing decisions.

The solution was Microsoft Dynamics NAV. Not only could the system do everything Sláinte
wanted, it’s also future proof and can grow with the company and any new demands. It’s
easy to set up, gives Sláinte full desktop integration with most Microsoft applications and
integrates easily with SQL.
Benefits
Thanks to Microsoft Dynamics CRM, Sláinte Healthcare now has a leading-edge, multi-faceted,
scalable platform, which gives the reassurance and confidence needed for fast growth.

“We’ve doubled in size every year for the last five years and, if we’re going to do that for the
next five years, access to information to allow us to make really critical decisions on a fully
informed basis is really important. We can do that now because we have Dynamics NAV 2013,”
says Andrew Murphy, CEO, Sláinte Healthcare.
Read the full story at <url>
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Blog posts: miscellaneous
Contract work for third party so only showing start of some blogs. Please email me if you’d
like to see any in full. Thanks.
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Banners: various brands
(Brand details redacted)
<xx>
Knowledge is power.
It’s also now free with <xx> on a <xx>.
<xx>
Who’s new on the block?
And smart and well connected.
The fast new printers from <xx>.
*
Know how to boost sales?
Sell something mighty, multifunctional,
modest and upwardly mobile.
*
How do you improve your eco-footprint?
Sell the new-generation <xx>
<xx> partner of the year USA.
<xx>
Discounts available on <xx> cases and monitors.
Find out more.
Animated banner 1:
Slide 1: Know what <xx> has done for sustainability on these discounted cases?
Slide 2: They make them using 90% less water (when dyeing), 62% less in carbon emissions
and 29% less energy.
Slide 3 Find out more.
Animated banner 2:
Slide 1: O brave new world – that has such cases in’t!
Slide 2: Protecting devices, and helping to protect the environment. Up to xx% discount on
selected cases.
Slide 3 Find out more.
Animated banner 3:
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Slide 1: Look good. Feel comfortable. Feel good. With <xx>.
Slide 2: Up to xx% discounts on certain carrying cases.
Slide 3 Find out more.
<xx>
Discover <xx> accessories for work everywhere.
A new standard of clean. Sustainability as standard.
Sell stylish and sustainable back-to-work products and increase your sales!
Buy now
*
Animated banner 1:
Slide 1 <xx> accessories featuring antimicrobial protection.
Slide 2 Don’t miss out on these in-demand back-to-work <xx> products
Buy now
*
Animated banner 2:
Slide 1 The <xx> accessories range: infused with <xx>.
Slide 2 Support you customers’ transition to safe hybrid working.
Slide 3 Sell these in-demand back-to-work <xx> products
Buy now
<xx>
<xx>: fast, reliable, secure networking.
Save up to xx% on selected units
Shop now
*
Animated banner:
Slide 1: <xx>: easy set-up networking for SMBs
Slide 2: Enjoy up to xx% discount
Slide 3: Shop now
*
<xx>
<xx> up to xx% off
Enjoy fast fulfilment too
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*
Animated banner 1:
Slide 1: Screen dream…
Slide 2: Save up to xx% on <xx> monitors
Slide 3: Buy now
*
Animated banner 2:
Slide 1: Ace it with <xx>
Slide 2: Monitors up to xx% off + fast fulfilment.
Slide 3: Shop now
*
<xx>
Discounts of up to xx% on <xx>.
Visit <xx> for more.
Buy now
*
Animated banner 1:
Slide 1: Delightful <xx> discounts
Slide 2: Up to xx% off selected models
Slide 3: Buy now
*
Animated banner 2:
Slide 1: Sell <xx> and <xx>
Slide 2: Save up to xx%. No MOQ.
Slide 3: Shop now
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Brochure: BT Online Security
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Email to customers: BT NetProtect billing
Subject line: Save money now on your NetProtect package

View this email online in your browser
Heading: You can save £3.43 a month on your NetProtect package

Dear XX-salutation-XX,
Good news for you. You’re paying for BT NetProtect antivirus and firewall. You can save £3.43
every month by downloading BT NetProtect Plus, our new security service with McAfeeTM.
BT NetProtect Plus is part of your BT Total Broadband Option. It won’t cost you anything
extra. And you can save the £3.43 a month you’re currently paying for BT NetProtect.
Here’s what to do to get your saving
If you prefer to use BT NetProtect (and continue paying £3.43 a month), you don’t need to do
anything. But if you’d like to change to BT NetProtect Plus, here’s what to do (it’s easy, don’t
worry).
1. Go to www.bt.com/netprotectplus
2. Download BT NetProtect Plus by clicking on ‘Download now’.
• The download takes 20–30 minutes.
• You can download BT NetProtect Plus on up to seven PCs – you’ll need to enter
your BT Total Broadband username and password for each download.
• This process will automatically remove your PC’s existing security software.
3. Go to www.bt.com/ceasenetprotect
• Enter your name, address and BT phone number.
• BT will cancel your old BT NetProtect service and remove BT NetProtect from your
BT bill.
4. Alternatively call 150 on your home phone and select option xx, then option xx.

Thanks for choosing BT.
Best wishes,
BT Total Broadband team
www.bt.com/contact
Please note that this is an automatically generated email for your information only.
Unfortunately, we can't respond to 'replies' to this address.
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Email to confirm an order: Unlimited Anytime Calls add-on
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Explainer video script: BT Infinity broadband set-up

Getting ready for BT Infinity
Hi. So you’re interested in changing the way you use the internet with super-fast BT
Infinity? Like your thinking.

Some fast tips
Here’s how BT will look after you when you’ve ordered. There’s a bit more to do than
simply plugging it in – but no worries, as we do everything for you.
So you can get incredible download speeds of up to 100 megabits a second in your
home, we’ll give you some shiny new kit. And a charming Openreach engineer who’ll visit
to set it all up for you – when it suits you.

Ready…
There are a few things you can do to get ready for your engineer’s visit to save time later
and get you online faster.
[Switch to VO only, showing full frame graphic with ticks]
After you’ve ordered BT Infinity, we’ll send you your broadband username and
password if you’re a new BT customer.
Keep these for the engineer.
ü broadband username and password
You’ll also get a new BT Home Hub that looks like this.
[Show image of Hub].
Keep this for the engineer, too.
We’ll bring any other kit.
ü new Home Hub
Make sure someone’s at home for the visit. Your engineer will need much of the day and
will be working outside most of the time.
You’ll get a text from BT the day before to remind you.
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ü someone’s home most of the day
Have a think about where you want your new fibre connection running to.
We suggest you have it close to your main TV so you can make the most of broadband
video services, or, at least, near your main computer.
You’ll also need a power socket nearby.
ü Near TV or PC, and power
Your fibre cable can only go along walls – not under carpets or floors – so move any
furniture away from walls that may need cabling.
ü move furniture, if needed
Remember, if you’re replacing an existing broadband connection in perhaps your study
and putting your new broadband service by your TV, you’ll need to decide how to
reconnect the computer in your study.
So, think about what’s going to be best for you. You could:
• run a cable between your new Hub position and study – this would give you the
fastest speed
• connect your PC using a wireless connection
• or use power line adapters
[Switch back to Jane to camera.]

Steady…
So what’s your engineer going to do with all your nice prep, then? Well, work faster for
you for starters. [Jane looking out of window at engineer in street] When not tinkering
with the connection out in the street, your engineer will do three things to set up your
instant internet.

1
1
Hello. [Film one with, one without:] I'm Joe, your Openreach engineer, working on behalf
of BT Retail. Thanks for getting ready for me [to camera, not Jane]. I’ll connect BT fibre
broadband to your home,
[Switch to VO. Full frame graphic shows Hub, then fibre unit (with cable in between.]
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by bringing the fibre cable right up to your property – around where your existing phone
service enters. I’ll chat with you to find a nice spot to fit a box outside, and you can tell
me which colour you’d like.
We’ve then got up to 30 metres of black or white cable, which I can run inside or outside
your house to where you want your fibre service.
We’ll chat through it together to make sure you’re happy with what’s going where and
how.
I’ll need to fix a second small unit (which I’ll bring with me, and it’ll be white) to the wall
near your Hub.
I’ll then connect one of your computers.

Connect one computer
You can easily connect any other computers by yourself later.
And by the way, your broadband won’t work while I’m doing all this.

2
2
Next, I’ll connect and check any existing BT Vision box or set up BT Vision for the first
time.
Connect BT Vision

3
3
Lastly – and now the fun starts – I’ll run through things with you.
[Show ticklist]
And I’ll also show you how much easier it is to help yourself quickly with your new superfast connection, including
clever desktop help
[Show icon on desktop]
and help at bt.com
[Show online help]
Show all’s okay and how to get help
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ü desktop help
ü help at bt.com/help

Go…
[Jane:] Thanks very much. [Opens door and engineer exists]. Bye. And that’s it.
Now hold tight…
with BT Infinity, you and others in your home can now do so much more online – all at
the same time!
Enjoy your instant internet – now and long into the future.
Enjoy your instant internet.
Thanks for choosing BT.
Thanks for choosing BT.
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Explainer video script: BT Cloud Phone automatic call recording

BT Cloud Phone
Automatic call recording
[Intro]
Hello. Automatic call recording means you can record incoming or outgoing calls and have
them to listen to later. Here’s how to set it up for individual users as well as groups.
By the way, you need to be an admin to set up call recording or change the settings. And you
need a Cloud Phone Connect or Collaborate account. If you haven’t got it yet, have a chat
with your account manager about your options.
[Automatic call recording]
So, to set up automatic call recording, start by logging in to the Cloud Phone Admin portal.
Select the Phone system tab, then Auto-Receptionist on the left. And you’ll see this screen.

Under General Settings, click on the arrow next to Call recording to see these details.
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Now check the button to Enable on-demand call recording. This will bring up a reminder
about the legal dos and don’ts. Please take the time to read it, then, when you’re ready, click

Yes to continue.
When you’ve done that, you’ll see some call recording options, looking like this.

You can tick one or more of the boxes on the left, depending on the features you want to
enable. But first let’s have a look through them.
Play periodic tones plays short tones during a call to remind everyone it’s being recorded.
Play call recording announcement for outbound calls automatically plays a recording
announcement when a call is answered.
Allow mute lets you mute the recording temporarily, which is useful if anyone on the call is
going to mention something not to be recorded. Just press *[star] 9 to mute. And again to
unmute.
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Below these three options, there’s another that lets you set up the announcement that

people hear when you start recording calls.
When you click on Edit under Call recording announcement, if this is the first time you’re
changing the settings, it’ll show Default under Set greeting. You can leave it with the default
or record your own announcement by choosing Custom here. Then follow the instructions to
listen to your announcement, or record a different one.

When you’ve finished, select Done. And that’ll take you back to the Automatic call recording
screen. Did you notice the other option there – Extensions to record?

When you click Edit under that, you’ll see the Users & groups to record screen. The Users tab
shows a list of people, extension numbers and departments.
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If you want to enable call recording for any of your users, tick the boxes on the right to apply
it to Incoming or Outgoing calls, or both. Or, if you want to apply the same to all users, it’s
quicker to tick the boxes next to Incoming and Outgoing at the top of the list. Select Save at
the bottom of the screen when you’ve finished.
You can select the Call queues, Shared lines or Paging only tabs to set a recording
announcement for incoming calls.
You might also want to set a recording announcement for outgoing calls made by an
individual user or group member. To do that, tick the Outgoing option to the right of the
individual’s extension number.
Select Save again to apply all your selections. And you’re done. You’ve enabled automatic call

recording.

Remember: you can see recorded calls or download them by going to the Call log tab in the
Cloud Phone Admin portal.
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[Ending]
And that’s it. Thanks for listening. You’ll also find help at [url]
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Food and beverage article: Twixt Cup and Sip for Tatler
For Tatler magazine

In 1237 BC, the Chinese emperor turned up a new leaf and the world went to pot. Today, the
simple cuppa infuses pleasure into the lives of billions of people. In the ultimate sipping
forecast, Guy Nicholls tastes the best of the China teas
From its ancient origins in Imperial China, the humble tea leaf has risen to heady new heights
and is now used to make the world’s most popular beverage. Every day three billion people
raise their cups in an unconscious tribute to the Chinese emperor who stumbled across the
potential of an aromatic leaf. Few of these would disagree with the sentiments expressed by
Anglican divine Sydney Smith when he wrote: “Thank God for tea. What would the world do
without tea? How did it exist? I am glad I was not born before tea.” Many other literary
figures have been moved to put pen to paper in praise of tea.
Indeed, tributes have poured in thick and fast. Playwright John Gay penned the famous
phrase, “While there’s life, there’s hope,” but many feel that Sir Arthur Wing Pinero put his
finger on the true meaning of life when he wrote, “While there’s tea, there’s hope.” The pickme-up importance of tea has also been described as “vaster that all the tea in China itself”.
To the tea-holics of the world, tea truly qualifies as the nectar of the gods, even though it is
as potent a drug as alcohol if drunk to excess. To dismiss it as a banal botanical thirstquencher produced by brewing a spoonful of Camellia sinensis in boiling water is to sell it
unforgivably short. It is a truly universal drink which knows geographical or cultural
boundaries.
Tea, and everything about it, is steeped in history and its traditions are infused into the very
souls of its fans. The Japanese perform an elegant tea ceremony called the cha no yu, which
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embraces the religious art of the fine serving and sipping of tea and is carried out according
to strict 600-year-old rules. The ceremony, in less elaborate form, originated in China in
about 2700 BC. Its adaption by the Japanese could well have been the first example of their
proclivity for taking something from another culture and embroidering it for their own
purposes – just as, hundreds of years later, they were to do with everything from cameras to
motorcycles. Thomas Lee, managing director of Fook Ming Tong chain of teashops, explains:
“The original Chinese tea-drinking ceremonies were far less formal than the one developed in
Japan. They were more laid back and contained only minimal ritual.”
It was not until the Sung dynasty (10th-13th centuries) that a large number of ordinary people
could afford to drink tea. By that time, tea ceremonies had taken on the form of competitions
between wealthy, highly skilled tea makers. These men developed a way of creating bubbles
in the shape of mountains and clouds. As the water reached the boil, a small dishful would be
scooped from the urn, would be allowed to cool for a while, then would be reintroduced to
the boiling water to create bubbles. “How they actually arranged the bubbles into specific
shapes is beyond me,” says Lee.

Special brew
The art of Chinese tea making has evolved over thousands of years and the age-old
intricacies involved in creating that perfect cuppa persist today. Each blend has developed
its own particular tea-making ritual.
Oolong tea should be made in a small clay teapot. This should be thoroughly warmed and
then one-third to one-half of it should be filled with tea leaves. Boiling water should be
poured in from a height of about one foot and then quickly emptied out. This process
ensures that the leaves have been properly warmed. The pot is then filled with more
boiling water and the tea should be left to brew for 30-60 seconds. Oolong is best served in
small cups and some people prefer to ensure each cup is of equal strength by first pouring
the tea into a jug
This process is in sharp contrast to that employed in the making of long jin tea. Experts
recommend that this is made in a tall glass so that the visual impact of the tea leaves can
enhance the overall tea-drinking experience. Long jin should be brewed in water of a
temperature of 70-75 degrees Celsius. The tea is ready to pour after three minutes.

While tea-drinking ceremonies in Hong Kong are now as rare as cocoa conventions, the arts
of preparing, serving and consuming tea to age-old standards remain. These are best enjoyed
in the four Fook Ming Tong teashops, the more upmarket Chinese restaurants and in private
homes where old values prevail. Lu Yu, a Tang Dynasty (618-907) poet and tea connoisseur,
was the first to lay down the proper techniques for making the finest tea. He believed that
one of the most important ingredients was wholly pure spring or river water, which was
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abundant in his time but is somewhat harder to come by these days. However, Lee believes
that today’s water can make equally fine tea as long as it is not overboiled. A pinch of salt
also adds a certain piquancy.
A first-rate cup of Chinese tea embodies three essential qualities: fragrance, vivacity and
clarity. These are provided by amino and organic acids, polyphenolic bodies, sugars and
caffeine. Tea also contains a little of the alkaline theophylline, which is reputed to aid
digestion, relax the bronchioles and make the heart beat faster. It is the caffeine in tea which
helps produce a warm feeling of satisfaction.
Foreign visitors to Hong Kong most commonly seek out jasmine tea (heung peen). “It’s a
blend of fine green tea with the jasmine flower, and provides very refreshing aroma,” says
Lee. For the best results, the tea should be brewed in water at a temperature of 75-80
degrees Celsius. Oolong, a dark tea which is made from leaves which are partly fermented
before being dried, is another well-known blend. One of the most expensive of these teas is
ta hung bao, or ‘big red gown’, which costs $110 a tael and gets its unique flavour form the
chesima plant. One tael (37.5 grams) serves four people.
Long jin is a rare tea that only becomes available during the Ching Ming festival. A green tea
from Hangzhou, it is also known as ‘Dragon’s well’ because it was originally brewed with
water from a village well which was reputed to contain a dragon. Experts say that long jin
should be served at 70-80 degrees Celsius so that its young leaves do not lose their special
flavour. Rich, robust bo lai, from Hunan province, is the tea most commonly served with dim
sum in Hong Kong restaurants. Chrysanthemum tea (guk bo), the leaves of which lose their
flavour when exposed to sunlight, is increasingly popular.
Most connoisseurs are horrified by the emergence of the ubiquitous tea bag, but Lee says
that the convenient packaging has a place in the modern world. “That’s especially true in
Hong Kong, where people do not have time to brew tea properly,” he says. Even Fook Ming
Tong toyed with the idea of introducing herbal tea bags, but the teashop decided it was
impossible to blend its special flavours in a bag.
All teas begin life in a similar fashion; it is the different processing techniques which result in
the various blends. For example, black tea, which accounts for 98 per cent of the world’s
consumption, is fermented, while the more delicate and subtly flavoured green tea is not.
Cured tea in itself is virtually tasteless, but when it is blended with flavours such as gardenia,
jasmine, orange, lychee, lemon and chrysanthemum in becomes an enjoyable drink.
Tea merchants buy on the advice of tasters, who can immediately detect a dry tea’s
appearance, its infusion qualities and the density of the leaf. Fook Ming Tong teashops’
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nearly 50 varieties of tea were selected by renowned tea master Wong San-chun. “He can
detect every nuance of any tea, no matter how many he samples in one tasting,” says Lee.
Although Japan and China are without doubt the masters of ceremonial tea drinking, certain
less intricate rituals persist elsewhere in the world. In the far-flung Asiatic reaches of the CIS,
a tea-drinker removes his shoes, steps on to a cushioned platform and drinks green tea from
a wide-mouthed earthenware communal bowl. Down under, the legendary Australian
bushman will toss a fistful of tea leaves into the boiling water of his soot-stained billycan, let
is simmer throughout the day, then return to enjoy a brew so thick that he could almost
stand his spoon upright in it. For flavour, he adds a leaf from a gum tree.
Tea drinking is so firmly embedded in British culture that its inhabitants consume more per
person than those of any other country. Enter any British home, and you are far more likely
to be offered a ‘cuppa’ – a cup of tea – than any other drink.
It was, perhaps, inevitable, that sociologists would come up with a paper on the traditional
tea breaks which stop work on British factory floors and in offices. The latest 96-page study
concludes: “The tea break fulfils a function far beyond a mere rest pause.” When the British
government tried to install tea-vending machines in civil servants’ offices, the powerful trade
union reacted with a 170,000-signature petition protesting that “the machines just cannot
match the personal touch”. True connoisseurs of tea will be relieved to hear that the penpushers won the day.

In the bag
While tea bags can produce an enjoyable cuppa, their users tend to make the mistake of
brewing up “with their eyes”. When the liquid assumes a satisfactory colour, they stop the
steeping process. Experts say to get the best from a tea bag it should be left in hot water
for a few minutes. Today’s bags contain about 35 grains of tea. One pound of tea should
produce 200 cuppas.

A Stirring Story
Legend has it that tea originated in China during the reign of Emperor Shen Nung in about
2737 BC. Apparently, some leaves drifted into an open kettle while the imperial drinking was
being boiled and the emperor insisted on tasting the brew.

Tea did not find its way to Europe until the early 17th century when it was such a scarce
commodity that containers of it, known as caddies, had to be fitted with locks. Keys had to be
hidden from thieves – in London cockney parlance, “tea leaves” – who prowled the
fashionable parlours and tearooms in search of the herbal gold dust which could be easily
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traded. It was the arrival of high-speed said-driven tea clippers, carrying hundreds of tons of
tea from the East, which popularised the new beverage at all levels of society. Caddy locks
were no longer required.
China remained the main tea-producing country until the 19th century, when it was
discovered that the camellia sinensis shrub also grew in the Assam region of north-east India.
Although technically the bush can grow to a height of 30 feet, it is commonly pruned to
between three and five feet.
When Ceylon’s (now Sri Lanka) coffee crop failed in 1870, tea was planted and before long
seeds were sown in the trans-Caucasian region of Russia, in the East Indies, in Africa and
anywhere else which had equable temperatures, fertile and loamy soil, rainfall 90-200 inches
a year, a high percentage of humidity and enough people to do the picking.
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Lifestyle article: Unequalled Opportunities for Tatler
For Tatler magazine

Once wonders of a man’s world, American Seven Sisters colleges have remained true to their
ideals of stimulating the female mind. Over the years, high-flying graduates have done their
alma mater proud, particularly in Hong Kong where they have joined forces to form the only
Seven Sisters association in existence. Guy Nicholls plugs into this unique old girls’ network.
Some years ago in strife-torn Africa, in a bar in a fly-blown mining town, an inebriated Greek
started throwing knives at the wall above my head, challenging all-comers to better his
accuracy with the lethal missiles. I declined, but a newly found American friend took up the
gauntlet – and cleaned the Greek out with a series of pin-point throws. Later, as we sat
watching the sun rise over the jungle and slowly turn the forest from black to purple to
green, I asked him where on earth he had learned to throw a knife like that. “Harvard,” was
his reply, his eyes not shifting from the horizon. He did not go on to say that it was a man’s
world, that he could go anywhere and do anything, although at the time I half expected him
to.
A few years later, on the other side of the world and in another sort of jungle where survival
of the fittest is also the modus vivendi, I find myself thinking of that sunrise in Africa as I sit
opposite a dynamic woman clad in a green, purple and red fashion statement, dripping gold
and charm as easily as she breathes the air around her. Christine Mar is a successful woman
who runs her own Hong Kong-based communications company. She has a hint of educated
confidence, but no arrogance, no condescension. If she ever needed to throw a knife, she
would simply look daggers instead.
Mar is the local chairwoman of the Seven Sisters Alumni Association of Hong Kong, a unique
club of graduates from the magnificent seven women-only liberal arts colleges of the United
States. The Seven Sisters schools are situated on the eastern seaboard, in an area stretching
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from Massachusetts to Pennsylvania. Just mentioning their names is enough to send shivers
down the spine of an ardent male chauvinist. To say that Barnard, Bryn Mawr, Mount
Holyoke, Radcliffe, Smith, Wellesley and Vassar set women apart from men is an
understatement. The colleges and their output of female students are more than a match for
the academic boys of the Ivy League schools.
“These seven ladies’ colleges were more or less formed at the same time, at the end of the
19th century,” says Mar, a graduate of Barnard College. “There was already a well-established
men’s education system in place in those days and the women, some of whom were
extremely able, wanted to be educated as well.”
Thus, as few pioneering spirits, including some of the less blinkered members of male
academia, decided to set up an equivalent educational structure which would be as strong as
the men’s Ivy League. The aim was to construct a versatile system of education for young
women, which would be based on a solid academic foundation rather than the scoffing male
presumption that it would cater for tapestry-weaving flower-arrangers. It worked. The Seven
Sisters colleges rapidly garnered a reputation for academic excellence. In which the
stimulation of women’s minds was paramount.
Five of the seven colleges have remained strictly for women only. Radcliffe and Vassar have
recently become co-educational schools, but the remaining five are still known as ‘The
Seven’. As the Ivy League schools accept women these days, it seems as if the discrimination
equation has been reversed. Now it is the Seven Sisters which keep men out.
“Well, yes and no,” says Mar. “While we don’t have any male applicants to Barnard, we are
right across the street from Columbia University and have cross-registration and academic
programmes with them. But yes, we are still trying to maintain our own identity.” There are,
needless to say, the usual jokes about men attempting to be admitted, invariably in the early
hours of the morning, and losing fingers in slammed windows, but it seems that nearly all
such stories originate from the boys themselves.
“A Seven Sisters college is for the young woman who is not quite ready for the huge
university campus, who likes a little place to get her feet firmly on the ground and then,
maybe, venture out later,” explains Mar. “Because each college, which averages only 2,000
students, is affiliated with a larger university complex, you can stay on, say, the Barnard side
of the campus to feel secure, and then when you’re ready, go across the street to Columbia.
Single-sex education is not for everyone, but for some it’s the right thing,” she concludes.
The schools are exclusive for another reason – their high fees. Last year, tuition at Barnard
cost US$14,890, and room and board US$6,454. Its sister colleges feature a similar fee scale,
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which is comparative to those of the Ivy League schools. Although financial aid programmes
are available, overseas students do not normally qualify for grants.
Students and their families consider the high fees to be money well spent. At Barnard, for
example, illustrious alumni span every field of human endeavour. In each of the past six
decades, the college has led the field in the number of women who go on to earn doctorates
in the arts and sciences. Similarly, an unusually high percentage of American women
physicians graduated from Barnard. Famous alumni include Zora Neale Hurston, Margaret
Mead, Dr Jacqueline Kapelman Barton, Mary Gordon and Erica Jong.
The Seven Sisters Alumni Association is unique to Hong Kong. Although the college clubs
cooperate on various matters, there is no similar umbrella organisation in the US. The local
association was started by Mar in 1985. “I got on the phone to the various colleges and
suggested forming such an organisation,” she explains. “At the time, each college club in
Hong Kong had only 10 or 12 – or in some cases as few as five – members. What can you do
with club that has only five members?”
Following Mar’s initiative, local alumni of the seven colleges began their collective
association. From 25 members in 1985, the Seven Sisters Alumni Association has grown to
encompass more than 80 women. “The Seven Sisters in Hong Kong aims to make the Hong
Kong high-school community aware of our colleges,” says Mar. “We offer something in single
sex education that may appeal to some of these students. Obviously, we are not trying to say
that everyone should go to them, but we really do offer, I think, the best of both worlds.
“There is a lot to be said for a small educational setting, particularly for Hong Kong students,
who are very motivated and bright, but quite sheltered and shy. I think they would feel a bit
lost in a large university setting. The Seven Sisters is a great option for girls who might be
uncomfortable in a large university.”
Getting the message across to the shy but brilliant Hong Kong female student is achieved
through receptions and lectures, at which ‘been-there done-that’ recent graduates share
their experiences, introduce the concept of a liberal arts education and explain the benefits
of a single-sex education.
The alumni also assemble for their own functions, at which women from different walks of
life meet and confer, assist each other, and generally have a good time, replete in the
knowledge that all have had the same enriching experience of attending one of the ‘Sisters’.
New arrivals to the territory from the US and fresh graduates can plug into the network to
receive advice and support. With such high-profile members as author and educator Betty
Wei, who attended Bryn Mawr, Professor Shih Hsiao Yen, a graduate of Wellesley, and
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Barnard graduates Lucille Vessa, who works in the antiques business, and Monica Wong, who
is in private banking, the association has considerable prestige.
“The colleges have amazingly diverse a student bodies,” says Mar. Such diversity, it seems, is
reflected in the fact that local alumni cover a variety of professions, from academics, authors
and art historians to stockbrokers and high-flying businesswomen. “The strength of a liberal
art education is that it teaches you a set of skills that you can apply to any discipline,” she
adds.
While some of the colleges within the association operate scholarship foundations to aid
local applicants, the Seven Sisters umbrella is not involved in causes either of an academic or
a compassionate nature. “We don’t do charity work,” says Mar. “We don’t do fund-raising.
There are already so many charity organisations. Once you start getting involved with charity,
it puts a whole new slant on things.”
It is left to the individual colleges to raise funds for scholarships which could enable young
Hong Kong women to study in the US. The 30 members of the Alumni of Wellesley College –
the largest alumni representation in the territory of any of the Seven Sisters – spend much of
their time and energy working on raising the substantial amount needed to put one student
from Hong Kong through a four-year course at Wellesley. They are led in their quest by fundraiser par excellence, Nellie Fung, who is well known for her untiring voluntary work. A cofounder of the Chinese International School, Fun was encouraged by her parents to attend
Wellesley.
“Wellesley has always been very popular with Chinese students, going back to the days when
Wellesley had a sister relationship with a college in China,” says Fung. “Then, of course,
Madam Chiang Kai-shek established a foundation at the college, and it was one of the first
colleges to start a Chinese-language department.
“It is a highly competitive women’s college. The five sisters have chosen to remain women’s
colleges because they feel that they are providing a special environment and addressing the
specific needs of women in education. Statistically, it has been found that women who go
women’s colleges do extremely well at graduate school. They are a lot more focused and
competitive.
“I’m not saying that attending a co-educational college is distracting. The way our president
puts it is that a woman who goes to a women’s college does not have equal opportunity but
every opportunity. You get women who have graduated from women’s colleges who are not
at all intimidated by men, who have learned to feel that they can do anything.”
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Fung feels that the most profitable thing she got from her years at Wellesley – apart of
course, from her degree – was the self-confidence to tackle life and all it throws at you. “You
look at challenges and opportunities and you’re willing to take them on,” she says, citing the
Chinese International School project. “We identified a need in Hong Kong for this kind of
school, and we just got on with it and built it. We established a charitable foundation, and it
soon developed its own momentum. What I got in my background and education helped me
to make a go of this project.”
A Wellesley graduate from the class of ’72, Mee-Seen Loong, attended college during a very
turbulent period in the recent history of both America and the women’s movement. “The
college scene changed overnight,” she recalls. “One day it was all gracious living and dressing
for dinner, and the next day it was all banned and we could dress how we liked. It was a very
traumatic period, a period of great change. The undercurrent of feminism, of individualism,
of anti-materialism – all those things that sound so willy now – was so strong. Of course, if
you trace the people who were there then, you will find that they are now all bankers and the
like!”
Loong feels that the academic career of a shy young woman can truly blossom in the closeted
environment of a single-sex college. “They really coddled us,” she says of Wellesley. “I was
immediately assigned an older woman graduate to take care of me. They were very good that
way.”
When she was a student, Loong had dreams of being a journalist. Wellesley, however, was
determined that she received a sound and broad liberal arts education. One of the subjects
she had to take was art history. “I had never even heard of the discipline,” she recalls. “It
simply wasn’t in my educational vocabulary. At school in Hong Kong, we had been told we
had to become lawyers or doctors. But with a background in liberal arts, you can turn your
hand to anything.” Today Loong is managing director of Sotheby’s Hong Kong.
The Seven Sisters association also helps American women who are new to Hong Kong. Loong
says: “In the US, the network of old girls is very strong. I get many calls at work from students
who have graduated – in such a situation there is often a certain bias towards graduates from
one’s own college. People call to find out who in Hong Kong can help them. My education has
created remarkable friends.”
Like Mar and Fung, Loong believes a Seven Sisters education gave her extraordinary
confidence. “Even though you were at first unaware of it, it was almost pressed upon you
that you were part of a group of girls who were among the brightest in the country. It made
you more ambitious and finally more confident. I found that relationships were strong
because they were devoid of any competition. You were with intellectual equals, and there
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wasn’t the hassle of fighting over men friends, of having to try and compete for male
attention.
Barbara Reeve, who is an archaeological and ethnographic conservator by profession,
graduated from Bryn Mawr in 1976. Her teachers used to say that a student who would not
fully appreciate her Bryn Mawr education until she had left. “Because you become
accustomed to working in an environment where everyone is doing their best you become
accustomed to doing your best all the time,” she explains. “You become accustomed to
viewing yourself not necessarily as a woman, but as a person; a person who sees something
she wants to do – and goes and does it.”
While some men would dismiss the Seven Sisters as a breeding ground for feminism. Reeve
rejects such generalisations. “It depends on how you define feminism. There are probably as
many types of feminism at Bryn Mawr as they are students,” she says. “Some people think
that you went to Bryn Mawr, it means that you are completely tied up in books and have no
interest in men or anything outside a library. They think that you are a radical feminist. But
one only has to cope with that reaction very occasionally. I knew only a couple of women
who were tunnel visioned, going for their doctorate to the exclusion of life.
“Cambridge University has more eccentrics per square inch than I have seen anywhere else in
the world. But people don’t say that about Cambridge men. Women present a more common
target than men do. There is an undercurrent in some people’s minds that an educated
woman is strange, that what women really want if to have babies.”
As Reeve points out, the grand goal of the Seven Sisters is “simply to encourage women to be
the best people they can be. That’s all.” Given such sentiments, perhaps the vision of a man’s
world can finally be put to rest.
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Lifestyle article: Rules Set Square for Tatler
For Tatler magazine

Club membership may have its privileges, but it also has its petty rules. Guy Nicholls turns over
a few old leaves and discovers a new meaning to doing things by the book.
We watched in silence as the earl sliced his ball into the thick undergrowth at Deep Water
Bay. “Oh, Lord, whatever am I going to do now?” he cried, as he sank to his knees at the tee,
head in his hands.
“May I point out, sir, that a competitor shall not ask for, or willingly receive, advice from
anyone except his caddie,” bristled an ex-military type, who was waiting impatiently to tee
off. The earl greyed, and then went scarlet. He stood up to face his finicky accuser. “My dear
sir, I was talking to myself. Don’t tell me – I suppose there’s a rule against that, too?” he
huffed and marched off.
They had both scored a point, although the earl later lost a few due to the disappearance of
his ball. In 1922, the rules concerning the procurement of advice in stroke competitions at
The Royal Hong Kong Golf Club was written down in black and white. Nowadays it still holds,
although it is not listed in the club’s bylaws, and exists only in promulgations from St Andrews
which are acknowledged by the club’s committee.
Rules reflect the character of a club and give an indication of the nature and spirit of club
members. But times have changed; society is less formal and, within limits, more tolerant.
The once-stuffy clubs of the pith-helmet-and-pink-gin period have altered their outlook on
the little worlds they have created for their members.
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Some strains of die-hard pomposity still survive, albeit in a diluted form, while mores which
now seem excruciatingly unimportant have disappeared.
Evidence of belligerence, stubbornness, charm, chauvinism, slyness and sloth can be found in
club rule books, if you read between the lines. Quite often a rule is written to prevent or
control a common occurrence, revealing a certain trait in the character of the membership
concerned.
Concise knowledge of a club’s rules is desired by the committees which create them, while
members are often the last people to find out about them when it is too late – a fine
imposed, a car towed away, embarrassment, shame and, at worst, expulsion, are all
examples of the fates which lurk in the corridors and facilities of Hong Kong clubs. However
puritanical a committee’s expectations, no member can know all the rules.; but he (or she) is
always presumed to have known the one he (or she) has broken.
It can be a hard life, living on the edge, treading the fine line between what is allowed and
what is not – a continual headache which might, in part, explain the profusion of bars in such
establishments.

Club rules are designed to cover every eventuality; extraordinary or ordinary, there is almost
always an ordinance in need of careful surveying. Take, for example, that last bastion of
sexual inequality, the Hong Kong Club. A single woman may be delighted on the one hand to
learn that she has been elected a “subscriber” (the word used to refer to a ‘female member’,
as only men are officially allowed), and alarmed on the other to find that there are reams of
rules by which she must abide.
From lobby to lightning conductor, the place is a labyrinth of sexual elitism. There is a Men’s
Bar, a gentlemen’s dining room, a gentlemen’s reading room, a men-only hairdresser, and a
men-only Bowling Alley and Bar. A subscriber, however, will be bowled over to discover, and
subsequently have to try and remember, that she is allowed to toss a few balls on the second
Monday of each month in the company of the select sex. To be fair, she can drown her
sorrows in the Red Room Bar or the Member’s Bar (after 5pm), provided she is accompanied
by a member and not solely in the company of her fellow subscribers.
She is welcome in the Ladies’ Lounge, although on surmises that this facility is a mere political
and compassionate offering. Or perhaps it was established so that the boys know where they
can find the rarer of the species.
The line may be fine, but it well-marked for those treading high-heeled through the Hon Kong
Club. Insubordination will be pointed out with glee by the men. Perhaps John Dryden was
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thinking of men’s attitude towards women in their club when he penned the following: “In
friendship false, implacable in hate, resolved to ruin or rule the state.” Then again, perhaps
he was thinking of something else.
Somewhere else, over on the other side of Hong Kong Island to be precise, there is an
establishment famed for its non-discriminatory policies regarding the sexes, creed or colour.
The Hong Kong Country Club, which recently celebrated it 30th anniversary, is so laid-back in
the face of the miscellany of nationalities within its membership that the relaxed atmosphere
is reflected in the dress codes. Slacks and open-necked shirts are de rigueur in the clubhouse.
However, such “smart informal wear” of the multi-racial Benetton-esque genre is subject to
seasonal adjustments: during the week, between November and March, jackets and ties have
to be worn in the Lounge and restaurants. In the Garden Room and Garden Bar, a by-law for
the absent-minded reminds that “persons must be fully clothed at all times…” Over on the
tennis court, the rule is, “conventionally acceptable dress”, which could mean anything (as
long as it is something).
A couple of noteworthy edicts illustrate that the relaxed ambience which seeps thought the
club does not compromise the establishment’s dedication to personal hygiene. On prohibits
the dressing and undressing of children, in particular the changing of infants’ nappies, at the
poolside. The other is a decree stressing that “parents are responsible for accidental calls of
nature by their children and may not, by right, call upon club staff for assistance”. Little
Jimmy’s age is not specified. Hygiene standards are hopefully double in the pool which uses
water re-cycled from Ocean Park’s nearby training pool.
Given that many club rules are prophylactic, having been laid down following complaints or
unfortunate incidents, one shudders to think what the Country Club’s recreational facilities
must have been like in days gone by: romping, running, jumping, bombing, games of chase,
bicycles, tricycles, skateboards, roller skates, pedal/mechanical cars, battery-operated toys,
televisions, videos and musical instruments have all been banned from around the nowbecalmed water of the swimming pools. Spare a thought for the parent who is done for a
double-infringement when chasing little Jimmy after one of his excesses. The lifeguards are
empowered to enforce all of the above and “members are particularly requested to
cooperate with the lifeguards whose position in these matters is a difficult one”. One hopes
the job is well paid.
Enjoying rather cushy jobs are the caddies over at the Royal Hong Kong Golf Club. Although
they are not allowed to accept, according to the rules, any form of financial gratuity (a rule
which applies to the staff of all Hong Kong clubs), they still get paid if there are delays or
cancellations “because of inclement weather or other circumstance”. An extra bonus includes
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the right to accept a “soft drink or other refreshment” purchased by the member, guest or
visitor who has hired them.
We have already discovered that a caddy is permitted as to the progress of his hirer’s game
and can volunteer advice when called upon. Members of the club have to be rather more
careful when articulating their thoughts, as a bylaw determines that “all members shall
exercise restraint in their use of language”. Indeed, the written word is also subject to
specific ruling when it comes to the reservation of starting times, and a particular decree
bans the use of fictitious names and expressions such as “& Co”, or that delightful hanger-on,
Mr “A N Other”. Sly bunch, those golfers – anything to ensure that they get a game.
When they are playing the mating game they need to be watched closely, as the existence of
Rule 138 suggests. With the permission of the general committee, a full member who is not
married may introduce a single lady as his guest, and she, in turn, can use all the facilities –
except golf (and sleeping accommodation).
In general, however, the Royal Hong Kong Golf Club is more accommodating to the female
that some of its rivals. An initial glance at the bylaw suggests that a marked degree of
autonomy exists: “lady members” are so called and can operate their own committee and
section to deal with matters of their exclusive concern, within the aegis of the boys on the
general committee. In other words, they keep their own house in order, subject to the overriding rights and powers or the committee. A rule that slips in later, however, quietly points
out “that lady members may form their own section and call their own meetings, but they
shall have no voice in the management of the club”. So much for women’s lib.
Rules blatantly pertaining to male exclusivity and astounding sexism have been toned down a
tad since the chauvinistic days of yore. Seventy years ago, hefty restrictions were imposed on
women, Teeing-off times read like rank-and-file army regulations: on Saturdays, “ladies may
not start from the first tee between the hours of 1.44pm and 3.30pm, but may drive off after
3.30pm provided no men are waiting their turn to drive off”. And simply, “never on a
Sunday”. Actually, regulations were pasteurised for everyone. For example: “No 1 Boy at
Deep Water Bay Club House has received strict orders that no fresh milk other than that
supplied by the Dairy Farm Co. is to be used. Should a sufficient supply from the Dairy Farm
not be available, the boy has a supply of tinned milk which may be used.”
Caddies, as usual, were the focus of many commandments. “A caddie can earn 40 cents a day
which is the wage of a man working as a coolie. They are therefore well paid.” The following
regulation at the Happy Valley course – “Players are requested to keep their caddies off the
rails when ponies are passing” – makes one wonder if they were paid too much, and were
sitting idly, eyeing up the talent during the morning gallops.
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Labouring the point takes up a great deal of space in the current bylaws of the Royal Hong
Kong Jockey Club, where gambling rules and fines for other seditious behaviour are listed in a
book of commandments the size of a small telephone directory. Surprisingly, one is
permitted to partake of games of chance other than betting on horses: gambling with dice,
dominoes, mah-jong, cards and tin kau is allowed at private parties (but pai kau is banned).
However, such games must be played only on social occasions, have no admission fee, not
involve playing against a bank, and not be “promoted or conducted by way of trade or
business, or for the private gain of any person other than winning as a player of that games”.
Sadly, that rules out Monopoly.
But the spirit of Monopoly does pervade the club, for it is seemingly keen to relieve members
of their hard-earned readies away from the track. Detailed specifics concerning fines nag
members at every turn. Some of the rules echo the pedantic Royal and Ancient spirit of the
aforementioned golf club, the green of the golf course being transformed into the baize
battleground of the Billiard Room; for example: “A permitted user who is a lady will not be
admitted.” Again it is a man’s world, in which the boys face penalties in the form of hard
cash. “Any member placing glass, ashtray, pipe, cigar or cigarette (heavy smokers, these
gamblers) on any part of the table will be liable on first offence to a fine of $20, and
suspension from play for any subsequent offence.”
Such offences are not to be taken lightly. Standing up, being a man about it, and playing a
shot with both feet off the floor, will result in a fine of $10. The Jockey Club seems to enjoy
the money game. Most clubs will penalise members financially in matters relating to billings,
not billiards.
Expulsion is threatened quite often in the club’s surroundings – perhaps members have gone
too far in the past, depressed and frustrated when the sure-fire winner in the 2.30 race turns
out to be an also-ran. In exercise areas, the rule that “rough-housing” will not be tolerated
and violation will result in expulsion” is surely a hint of a latent tension in the air. Members
seem determined to let off steam somewhere: “Pushing, games of chase and ‘splashbombing’ are forbidden in the pool area, while in the exercise areas shadow-boxing, jumping
and contact sports are not allowed, and “a permitted user must wipe equipment with a towel
after use”.
Over at the riding school, rules forbid the galloping and jumping of horses and ponies – and
stipulate that spurs must not be worn. Whips may be carried, but should be used with
caution and discretion. One should certainly hope so.
A wayward bunch, these members, for Rule 11.8 reminds that trading and abetting are not
permitted outside the club house: “A car park may not be used for the purpose of conducting
business.” Yet, car parks in all Hong Kong clubs seem to be the only place in which one is
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allowed to use a mobile phone – presumably for non-business calls. And while carping on
about car parks, some sort of award must go to Jockey Club members for their obvious
persistence in breaking the delightful Rule 11.6 which states that “no vehicle may be
permitted to be parked in an area designated ‘No Parking’”.
The Ladies’ Recreation Club also has a problem with the belligerence of its mobile members,
their park-or-die instinct requiring such a specific rule as “no cars will be permitted to enter
when the ‘Car Park Full’ sign is displayed at the entrance”. Other measures outlaw parking in
non-designated areas, double-parking and the obstruction of driveways.
The LRC’s rule book is incredible. It bristles with instructions sectioning age groups and
regimenting members into areas through which they can and cannot walk at certain times,
what they should do and where they should do it, what they should wear and when they
should wear it, and what they should not to do, where and when, and what should they wear
whenever they are not doing it. Fairly wearing stuff for members, especially the junior ones,
who must wonder what they have done to deserve such Dotheboys Hall restrictions.
Like the Jockey Club, the LRC is keen on fines. You are fined if you are over the age of 10 and
do not produce your club ID card, if your locker key is overdue, if you forget to put your
junior guest in ‘the book’. Indeed, you must be guilty of something is you are young and
caught having a good time.
Junior members must not be caught in the club after 10pm in summer, and 9pm in winter,
and even then they are not allowed to leave via the upper walkway or the main entrance.
Just when they may think that they have found somewhere to go, they are booted from the
squash court if an adult wants a game. Once the grown-ups have finished, it will probably be
after 5.30pm, when youngsters are not allowed to play anyway.
It was not long ago that a bell would sound for children to get out of the pool so that adults
could swim in peace. But the committee obviously has the best interests of members at
heart, as illustrated by Rule 3 in the pool ordinance: “Rubber rings and flotation aids may be
used by non-swimmers.”
The LRC appears to have strictest dress code this side of Saudi. “Coordinated colours” must
be worn on the squash courts, and a 70:30 white to colour-trim ratio per individual article of
clothing must be observed in paying badminton. Members are, however, permitted to wear
coloured warm-up suits in cold weather.
Like the Country Club, the Hong Kong Cricket Club is relaxed and informal. The only ties in
evidence are when two teams draw a match. Indeed, the club has attempted to move with
the times: women were finally given membership 20 months ago. However, it does seem to
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be stuck in the Sixties with a rule which insists that caps must be worn by bathers with long
hair. Definitely not cricket in the Billiard Room is a game called “Billiards Five, and other
violent and unorthodox games”: these are strictly forbidden. One wonders what must have
happened on the evening that rule was made…
A rather worrying general rule at the Hong Kong Football Club hints at the possibility of
violence. “Every effort should be made by members, subscribers, visitors and their families to
resolve any problem verbally and in an amicable manner,” is states. Is the place crawling with
Millwall supporters?
Amicable manners were obviously not in evidence when Rule 12.2 was enacted: “It is strictly
forbidden to push anyone into the pool.” Practically all rules point out that puffing away on
cigarettes is prohibited - in some of the most obvious of places: “smoking it not permitted in
the sports hall, or on the roof of the sports complex”; “smoking is not permitted in any part
of the squash court complex”, and the rather desperate “smoke is not permitted in the
sauna”. The rule stating that “horseplay is strictly prohibited on the lawn-bowls green” is
ironic in the light of the Jockey Club’s extension plans.
Indeed, is seems that many of Hong Kong’s clubs face an uncertain future. Many
establishments have apparently been quietly sidling up to the Government to glean what, if
anything, will afflict them come 1997. Advice has been minimal: it has been suggested that
the clubs should adopt an “open membership” approach in the future, stay calm, and renew
their leases. What new rules will be in store for members in anyone’s guess, but one thing is
for sure – they will not be the same. And will the same old characters prop up the bar? One
doubts whether the earl would feel quite so at home in the China Club. [1990s]
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Lifestyle article: Saving Face for Tatler
For Tatler magazine

Flaunting the fact that one has spent a lot of money on oneself is par for the course in Hong
Kong. That is until one start discussing cosmetic surgery. It is a subject surrounded by a wall of
silence. No one will talk about it.
Guy Nicholls tracked down two of the territory’s most famous plastic surgeons who were
candid enough to discuss their handiwork. But there was one stipulation: no names were to be
mentioned – their patients’ right to privacy would be honoured. Thus who has and who has
not had plastic surgery remains a matter for private speculation and public scrutiny.
For a population which seems to spend an awful lot of its time giving or keeping face, and in a
place where stress means stretch in cosmetic terms, Hong Kong is miles behind the United
States and Japan when it comes to attitudes about cosmetic surgery. In those countries,
talking about having parts of your surface anatomy cut, tucked, reshaped and sewn up again
is as popular as going to a baseball game or sipping sake.
This is not to say that cosmetic surgery is rare here. It is simply shrouded in a veil of secrecy
and speculation. This face-saving arrangement is not merely a matter of personal preference
or societal deference. It is the law. Doctors are not supposed to advertise in Hong Kong, and,
on the whole, they do not. The ones who do are invariably Chinese – as the chances of other
doctors having the same name are high, the Medical Council finds it difficult to be sure that it
is not pointing the finger at the wrong “Dr Wong”.
There is, no doubt, a seething mass of latent liposuctionees and sad faces out there wanting
something done, but they may not know specifically what, or how to go about it. Making the
decision to have plastic surgery is only half the battle. An expert with steady hands then has
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to be tracked down. Some of the world’s leading plastic surgeons operate here, but locating
those qualified is a different ball game.
Because of the publicity restriction imposed on the medical profession, it seems that word of
mouth is the only way to find a cosmetic surgeon who will lend an ear to your problems. The
concept of cosmetic surgery here has not been harnessed to the manic media found in
countries where the other cheek is turned to medical ethics.
Plastic surgery is a big field, of which cosmetic surgery is just a tiny but pretty little acre
tucked away in the corner. It is a profitable business. One jocular cocktail party person
heartily pointed out that the only scar he had received from his node job had been on his
wallet. Talking to Mr Anon was a delightful but rare experience; indeed, talking to anyone
about this delicate subject is most unusual.
“Big busts are in at the moment, partly because of the way that fashion designers are going
through a show-off-your-body phase”
This brings us to the only really usable source of information on the subject: the doctors. I
managed to track down a couple of Hong Kong’s leading specialists who have dedicated their
lives to making people feel better about their appearance. Dr X and Dr Y were both quite
charming, and when they actually sat down and started talking about how they spend their
days, they took on a godly air. They deal in creation, or at least a part of the power to do so,
and bandage up this gift in an eerie confidence that was both comforting and austere.
Both doctors are senior plastic surgeons and operate their separate practices within a
hundred yards of each other. The gaily coloured, merry-go-round furniture and décor in the
waiting room of Dr Y bears testament to the fact that he has been around for quite a while.
Nearly 30 years, in fact: he began in the Sixties when the beauty bandwagon started rolling in
earnest in Hong Kong.
As the world recovered from the Second World War and economies started to prosper,
personal incomes rocketed and the communications revolution took hold. “People want to
look better. What’s new?” explains Dr Y. “They have the money to do it. The business world is
becoming more competitive. People live longer and hold onto their jobs longer. And then, of
course, there is a trend in everything these days. The ‘good look’ and the ‘serious business
look’ are in high demand, and this is where cosmetic surgery comes in.”
Dr Y gives a pointed example. “Big busts are in at the moment, partly because of the way that
fashion designers are going through a show-off-your-body phase,” he explains. “Breast
augmentation is an extreme, however. People just want to look good, to look young, to get
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rid of that tired, older look.” The result: “open-the-door-and-enter eyebrow surgery, wrinkles
surgery and face jobs”.
“In the US, everyone will show their face-lift to their friends and ask them what they think of
it. This never happens in Hong Kong” – Dr Y
According to oft-quoted statistics, 98 per cent of cosmetic surgery patients in Hong Kong are
women. Referring to the lopsided sex ratio, Dr X says: “Men are conscious about their looks,
but they are just too darn busy. Men also seem to be more conservative and shyer, but that
doesn’t mean they don’t want to do it. It is easier for a woman to approach the subject as
they spend a lot of time doing themselves up and being involved with make-up and the like.”
“The few men who have cosmetic surgery have a special reason for wanting something
cosmetic done – they have changed their environment, they are going for a new job, they’re
married to a younger lady,” opines Dr Y. “Women of all ages, though, just tend to want to
look better.”
During the past two decades, younger people have been coming forward in greater numbers
for ‘beauty enhancement’. The most popular age group at the moment is between 20 and 40
years, and the average age of customers is continuing to fall. The younger the patient, the
longer he or she will have to live with the changes the doctor has made. It should be noted,
too, that a face will age in a different way once it has been altered. “A young person who has
had the highly desired crease put into the eyelids might find, 20 years later, that the crease
has relaxed to such an extent that the fold actually droops over the eyelash,” warns Dr Y.
The previous day Dr X had examined a 14-year-old girl who had come in with her mother to
demand an eye operation to make her “look more beautiful”. Does a girl this age really know
what she wants? It seems that the impetus for cosmetic surgery is a mishmash of vanity,
confidence, or lack of it, outside influence and a quest for ‘a better life’. Better how? Better
than before for the benefit of the beholder or for the benefit of the patient? Vanity, it seems,
is a very fine line – or should that be a tiny but expensive-to-smooth-out wrinkle?
“Let’s say you have a person with a very ugly nose. A big nose. Well, where do you draw the
line between vanity and wanting to be normal?” asks Dr X. It is an interesting point; each case
is different in terms of this delicate balance.
Both doctors agreed that the most popular cosmetic operation in Hong Kong is eye
enhancement. Certain Oriental eyelids, apparently, do not seem “normal”. “They want ugly
Oriental features turned into normal Oriental features,” says Dr X. It is not a case of Chinese
clients seeking a ‘European look’, but reacting against a ‘Mongolian look’. The majority of
people, says Dr Y, want a “double crease in the eyelid and a better-defined curvature and
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crease in the upper lid”. “If you change an Oriental eye to a Western eye they’ll scream from
here to Western market,” assures Dr X. “All doctors here and abroad teach their students
that they should never change an Oriental eye to a Western eye.”
An eye enhancement is all sewn up within a couple of hours and heals very quickly: the actual
wound recovers in a couple of days, and minor scarring and bruising disappears in 10 to 30
days. The head is the most important part of one’s body, hence the speed with which it heals
itself. The two most basic eye operations – crease creation and the removal of bags under
the eyes – cost in the region of $12,000 each. An eye job can last years, if not an entire
lifetime.
Nose jobs come next in order of popularity in Hong Kong. Nose construction, of the insertion
of a bridge in the nose, is in high demand. Flat noses abound and are not popular. Most
people here want a ‘higher’ nose, whereas many people in the West spend a lot of their time,
and a lot of their money, have nose reduction operations. Building up a nose is a relatively
simple task, as long as it doesn’t involve breaking the bone.
“Europeans tend to want a smaller nose, and that’s much more complicated,” says Dr Y. It
can take hours of work. Building up a nose you can do in minutes.” The simple nose job
usually requested by Chinese patients costs about $9,000. Healing time is about the same as
for an eye job, but as a nose operation is more noticeable, patients tend to spend more time
hiding behind closed doors during convalescence. With an eye job, however, one can be out
and about within days, donning a pair of wrap-around Raybans.
“Europeans tend to want a smaller nose, and that’s much more complicated,” says Dr Y. It
can take hours of work. Building up a nose you can do in minutes”
Hand enhancement (eliminating wrinkles and veins) is not popular here. According to Dr Y,
there is little local demand for cosmetic hand surgery. This, again, is in contrast to the West,
where women may consider that having their face done is a waste of time if their tired, old
hands are going to give their age away.
Bosom enhancement is fashionable overseas, and demand for this service is now growing in
Hong Kong. In general, however, a large bosom is not the aim of such surgery here, but the
enlargement of small breasts to an average of ‘socially acceptable’ size. The most popular
and most modern method of breast enhancement is to make a three- or four-centimetre
incision in one of the creases under the armpit, through which is fed a gel implant that fits
behind the muscle wall of the chest. This method is popular because it is both fairly simple
and reversible – if a Twiggy-like stature suddenly became de rigueur again, on could move
back with the times. It also avoids any contact with breast tissue and any possibility of
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unsightly scars. It does, however, require a general anaesthetic and an overnight stay in
hospital. The fee requires a deep breath: $35,000.
The more traditional breast enlargement technique involves an incision at the front of the
breast, either under it or around the areola, and the insertion of either a silicon implant or a
saline formula in a small inflatable pouch. The beauty of this method is that it is cash-andcarry cosmetic surgery: pop into the doctor’s office and the procedure is finished in a couple
of hours and without the extra risks that a hospital visit might entail. Internal scarring is a
potential problem, however.
Popular in Hong Kong and the world over are slimming-orientated operations such as fat
reductions from the torso and legs. Stomach reduction is particularly widespread here, a
likely reason being that locals enjoy their stodgy food. Most of these operations involve the
liposuction technique, in which a tube is inserted to suck out excess body fat. A general
anaesthetic, and therefore a stay in hospital, is required.
The maximum amount of fat one can have removed in one sitting is five per cent of one’s
body weight (and five per cent is really pushing it). So, if you are five feet, four inches tall and
weigh 240 pounds, you have a long road to fit down. The woman who appeared recently in a
Sunday tabloid, delighted with the results of having 50 per cent of her body weight
liposucked out of her, is either making it up or is now dead, according to Dr X.
An operation on legs and thighs is usually completed in a day. But do not imagine that you
can show your cellulite-free thighs at the swimming pool the next day. Having fat removed in
this manner leaves folds of skin which need to be tightened over time.
Liposuction techniques are also used on the face. Fat can be extracted from the thighs, knees
or abdomen and spun in a centrifuge to separate fat cells from collagen. The latter us used to
fill deep wrinkles or scars, while fat cells can plump up aging faces and hands. These
autologous fat and collagen injections work best in patients whose faces have grown gaunt
with age, while surgical face-lifts and chemical peels, in which the skin’s outer layer is burned
or scraped off, work best for severely wrinkled faces. Face-lifts once involved manipulation
and stretching of the skin, but surgeons nowadays deal directly with muscle tissue
manipulation. These techniques go a lot deeper and ensure that a patient’s new-found youth
will last longer.
Cosmetic surgery to remove varicose veins, and hair treatment are as popular here as in the
other parts of the world. But while other nationalities spend money to have their ears pinned
back, Hong Kong people prefer to keep imposing ears. Local superstition suggests that having
elephantine ears helps one find money and is good for hearing gossip.
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According to the doctors, it is very rare for the Chinese to demand a complete cosmetic
overhaul, the likes of which cover the tabloids in the US and Europe. Instead, perfection is
obtained piecemeal. Hong Kong people are more conservative than their Western
counterparts and veer away from major surgery.
What can go wrong? Apart from your sweetheart rejecting your new look or being arrested
for not looking like the picture on your ID card, there is the possibility that you might not be
happy with the result (although less than five per cent of people who have cosmetic surgery
feel let down after tightening up). Like everything else in life, anything can go wrong, but the
chances of disaster are low provided you go to a qualified practitioner. Dr X claims he can
count on one hand the number of patients who have had infections as a direct result of
cosmetic operations, and he has tended to more than 100,000 satisfied souls over the years.
A convenient new local anaesthetic accounts for cosmetic surgery’s irritation-free appeal. As
few operations require a general anaesthetic, patients can often avoid hospital stays – which
is just as well as hospital charges tend to read like international telephone numbers. Without
getting too technical, this new drug has a sedative quality which enables hassle-free office
operations, boosting the popularity of beauty enhancement for those with tight schedules.
This convenience, however, could be a double-edged scalpel. Illegal cosmetic surgery is a
problem here, and with the increase of in-office surgery, keeping tabs on the quacks
becomes more difficult. “Second-rate beauty parlours issue referrals to people in the back
streets,” warns Dr Y. “There is an awful lot of illegal cosmetic surgery in Hong Kong.”
What is really scary about this black-market cosmetic surgery is not just the higher risk of
infection, or the fact that the chap in charge of your face is probably not qualified to do the
job, but the chance that the operation will not be right for you. The diagnostic aspect of
cosmetic surgery requires a great deal of skill. If a muscle problem is wrongly diagnosed as a
skin problem, it could be a disaster for the patient.
Self-diagnosis – why the patient chooses cosmetic surgery in the first place – can also be
inaccurate. An awful lot of people enter the doctor’s surgery, magazine in hand, wanting to
look like a particular actor of pop star. “One has to be very careful that what the patient
wants is realistic and in proportion,” says Dr Y. It is an important point. What people want
and what they need are often two different things. To some degree, doctors are required to
perform a psychological analysis of their prospective patients.
Hong Kong seems to be lagging behind the rest of the world in this area not because of
Chinese conservatism, but because of the restrictions placed on doctors when it comes to
advertising. Once cosmetic surgery comes out in the open and up on the billboards, people
will face up to the fact that enhancing one’s looks is nothing to be shy about or ashamed of.
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When that happens, cocktail party chatter could include open discussion of so-and-so’s facelift. Alas, at the moment, we are limited to stabs-in-the-back and behind-hand whispers.
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Press release: Leisure product launch for Jigsaw Avenue
BRIGHT NEW PUZZLES FROM JIGSAW AVENUE HELP SOOTHE STRESSES

“I’ve always enjoyed doing puzzles to calm my thoughts. After an intense week at work, I can
escape into an intriguing world where each piece of cardboard helps recreate a beautiful and
inspiring picture,” says Marilena Florea, founder of the new and trendy Jigsaw Avenue.
Marilena’s jigsaw puzzles are more than just different, they’re modern, vibrant and posterlike.
The recent problematic pandemic exaggerated a need in all of us to down tools, including
those hyper digital ones, and relax free from agitation and anxiety.
More than ever before, time out piecing together a puzzle is a refreshing and active mental
exercise. Without screens. Without blue light. Without stress. It’s a form of meditation. It
improves our short-term memory, exercises our visual-spatial reasoning and is good fun to do
with friends and family.
“I see Jigsaw Avenue as a way to bring a more contemporary approach to the jigsaw puzzle,
attracting younger puzzlers. Our inspiration is art and design. We work with a London-based
graphic design studio to create puzzles that are different from anything else that’s out there.
Once completed, our puzzles work very well as framed posters,” says Marilena.
There are currently three collections for customers to choose from. The City Collection
jigsaws are collage-like essences of a vibrant Miami, a romantic Paris and a celebratory New
York. The Message Collection jigsaws carry indulgent and amusing annotations like THAT’S
WHAT SHE SAID, LET’S MAKE PUZZLES GREAT AGAIN and a favourite DIGITAL DETOX – all set
on wildly colourful, mostly botanic backgrounds. Finally, the Art Collection is a heady and
modern take on the surreal with Baroque Party, Abstract Jungle and Disco Dinner Table.
These wonderful 1,000-piece, £30 landscape puzzles aren’t small at 19.2 inches by 27.1
inches – a perfect poster size. Even the boxes look good on coffee tables or bookshelves.
True to its contemporary aspirations, Jigsaw Avenue is environmentally friendly using highquality recycled cardboard, no plastic, and local production in the UK.
Jigsaw Avenue. Great presence or presents for soothing Sundays.
Find out more at www.jigsawavenue.co, Etsy, and Instagram @jigsaw.avenue. Wholesale
enquiries welcome.
<ends>
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Press kit: Mandarin Oriental Bosphorus, Istanbul overview

MANDARIN ORIENTAL BOSPHORUS, ISTANBUL

Positioned along the glimmering shoreline with stunning panoramic views across the
Bosphorus on the European side of Istanbul, this chic and luxurious urban resort is nestled in
the Naile Sultan pine grove and the sophisticated Kuruçeşme district. It is the go-to place to
see and to be seen.
With a hundred spacious and luxuriously designed guest rooms and suites, and a wide range
of stylish wining and dining options, Mandarin Oriental Bosphorus, Istanbul is the perfect
haven for discerning business and leisure travellers.
This vibrant urban resort also shares some enticing accommodation packages with its sister
resort Mandarin Oriental, Bodrum on Turkey’s Paradise Bay.
RESORT OVERVIEW

Istanbul’s latest luxury urban resort comes to life in one of the most magnificent locations
along the Bosphorus. Inspired by this iconic waterway’s defining role in the city’s history and
character, the new resort is an ode to the city and its unique position in the world.
The resort’s timeless low-rise architecture, with its elegant marble-clad facade and Ottomanstyle slate roof honours the overall Bosphorus architecture of palaces, yalıs and mansions.
Lush enchanted gardens, designed by Scape of London, reflect the Ottoman love for
landscape and include outdoor pools and private wooden pavilions along the waterfront.
For the interiors, Tihany Design of New York used marble, bronze and glass as key elements
in a contemporary setting to create alluring and comfortable spaces. Taking the magical
shoreside setting as inspiration, the luxury guest rooms and suites are decorated using
organic textures and patterns along with bespoke metal and leather detailing that exude a
natural sophistication.
RESTAURANTS AND BARS
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With an outstanding world-renowned shorefront restaurant, a stunning and classically
designed bar, a lobby lounge with waterfront terrace and a pool bar in a garden oasis,
Mandarin Oriental Bosphorus, Istanbul is one of the city’s finest drinking and dining
destinations.
•

•

•

•

Novikov Istanbul restaurant
This spectacular ground-floor restaurant on the Bosphorus shoreline offers a fusion of
Italian, Asian and Mediterranean cuisine that complements the great cosmopolitan
city of Istanbul.
Novikov Bar
Open daily 5pm to midnight, Novikov Bar is the go-to place for aperitivo in Istanbul.
Its elegant and contemporary Tihany-designed Italian styling features a charming
courtyard garden.
Bosphorus Lounge
Set on an expansive shorefront terrace, the Bosphorus Lounge is a relaxing meeting
place and cocktail venue for elite locals and international guests. There’s also the MO
Cake Shop for a sweet accompaniment from a selection of delicious pastries and
chocolates.
Novikov Pool Bar
Situated among the garden oasis looking across the azure blue waters of the
Bosphorus serving delicious cocktails with a side of lively tunes.

FITNESS AND WELLNESS

Guests looking to relax will also enjoy the Spa at Mandarin Oriental Bosphorus, Istanbul. It
offers an extensive range of wellness and beauty therapies with 10 luxury treatment rooms,
most with private changing and shower areas. Other features include three hammams;
fitness rooms; a studio for Pilates, spinning and yoga; a spacious indoor pool, jacuzzi and
children’s pool; and a lush Spa Garden. There is also a private treatment room with its own
garden, private jacuzzi and Amphibia treatment beds.
MEETING AND EVENTS

For corporate and other entertainments, Mandarin Oriental Bosphorus, Istanbul offers three
opulent ballrooms, a garden terrace and pool area, and six meeting rooms. There is also an
intriguingly unique event space called Crystal, which can be decorated and adorned to suit
different occasions and celebrations.
LOCATION
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Mandarin Oriental Bosphorus, Istanbul is ideally located 15 minutes from the central business
district and the city-centre Taksim Square, while the Istanbul and Sabiha Gökçen international
airports are less than an hour away.
Istanbul’s major attractions, historical sites and museums are a short drive away, and it’s only
a few minutes’ walk to the nightclubs in Kuruçeşme. The resort is adjacent to Kuruçeşme and
Bebek parks, which have extensive pathways and jogging routes.
For further information, please contact:
Mandarin Oriental Bosporus, Istanbul <Name>
<Title>
<Tel>
<Email>
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Profile/Interview: Apostolidis’ Creed for Regent International Hotels
For The Regent Magazine

Guy Nicholls talks to one of Australia’s top photographers about
his passion for impossible places
“People come back changed when they return from these places,” says George Apostolidis of
the remote locations he favours for his award-winning photography. One of Australia’s
leading lensmen, Apostolidis has been names his country’s Professional Photographer of the
Year and thrice Industrial Photographer of the Year. “Even journalists come back so relaxed
they don’t even speak,” he claimed.
Apostolidis was referring to the middles of nowhere he is forever rushing off into, where
colour and space are “big and loud” and the silence is profound. South-west Tasmania’s
rugged terrain, its dangerous waterways and its cruel and unpredictable weather, are
particularly enjoyed by Apostolidis, who revels in the rain forest and the sense of adventure
to be gained by rafting the fast and freezing waters of the Franklin River.
Born in Lemos in northern Greece, which borders Albania and what used to be Yugoslavia,
Apostolidis has from childhood held wide, open spaces in awe. “Landscape photography
means having a sense of adventure,” he says. “Go somewhere like the Sahara, the Rockies or
the outback in Australia and at sunset there is total silence. I don’t think you are ever more
aware than you are at that particular time. You notice everything.
Apostolidis spent his early years in urban Australia, to which his family moved when he was
seven. “A two-dollar camera given to me by an aunt when I was ten was the start. From then
on I was your normal disease-struck photographer; I went around snapping everything from
terraced housing to 20-storey flats. Then I entered the world of advertising.
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“I started off by doing industrial photography. Mining stuff and so on. It was a great thing to
do as it got me into the outback. Such photography is, by nature, fairly epic. The size of man
against the sparseness of the land is unbelievable.”
Getting “man” into the right position in the elements has at times been quite a challenge,
especially for the models. The one fishing for rainbow trout whom Apostolidis used in his
shoot of London Lakes in Central Tasmania couldn’t walk for 20 minutes after the
photographer had finished because the water has been so cold. In another shot, Apostolidis
describes his model (unmaliciously) as “just crazy” – standing atop a pinnacle above Dove
Lake in 30-knot winds and miraculously keeping his balance.
In another picture, a professional mountain climber supplied Apostolidis with the sense of
scale by posing with a telescope above Devil’s Gullet in Tasmania. Just after the shot was
taken, they all watched the telescope crash down the 600-foot cliff. The climber had been to
slow to stop its fall, his reflexes stiffened by the freezing winds and made worse by the fact
that the art director had insisted on him wearing only a T-shirt in such conditions.
As one of Australia’s busiest and most prolific photographers, he doesn’t get much time as he
would like to be out in the sticks. For something completely different there was his recent allin-a-day’s-work dangling out of a Hercules Transporter amid a fleet of Australian air force FA8
Hornet fighters. “A one-in-a-million assignment,” he says. “A classic experience. But I have
just picked up another to do F16s!”
With such variety in his assignments, doesn’t the sensitive Apostolidis ever ponder the
product he focuses in on? Jet fighters are a long way from his beloved unspoilt and wild
expanses. “We are all confronted by a lot of moral questions. But to be honest, at the end of
whatever day, everything’s a shape and what someone does with that shape is their
responsibility; but I like to make that shape look as good as it possibly can.” As good, for
example, as the fabulous Franklin River shots – for which he is still looking for a publisher.
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Profile/Interview: Sincerely His for Tatler
For Tatler magazine

Selwyn Mar, President of the Sincere Company Limited, leans back in an easy chair at the far
end of the short stroll that is his ‘private’ office and glances out at his staff through the glass
which runs the length of one wall. “They know I’m sitting here,” he says. “Accessibility is very
important.” The wall opposite is apposite as, all-window, it keeps the boss close to his
customers who are entering Sincere department store below.
“My door is always open,” says Mar. “I encourage debate. If there is a disagreement, I make
the decision. If there is a consensus, I can lower my expectations. If you don’t carry the
people around you, then it means they are doing their job very reluctantly. The people in
your power must have job satisfaction; they must participate in decisions.” Mar pauses. We
both sip our coffee. There is a sense of discipline in the air. He lights a cigarette and so do I.
Mar has just returned from visiting his father’s grave. “Doing my duty,” he smiles. His father,
Charles Mar Fan, died last year at the age of 82. Educated in Australia, Mar senior returned
home after the war and rapidly climbed the upper echelons of the Inland Revenue
Department. That done, he decided, with a touch of the been-there-done-that’s, to start his
own accountancy business, Charles Marfan & Company was born.
With a borrowed typewriter and an abacus, in a room only big enough to swing a small
lantern, the Mar family accountancy tradition began in earnest. Its retailing reputation was
already well-established. The Sincere Company dates back to 1910, when it had a shop in
Hong Kong and one in Shanghai.
With is grave-side vigil very much on his mind, Mar speaks of his father as if he were still
alive. “He doesn’t go to the races. He doesn’t gamble in any way; he doesn’t drink. He used to
smoke but gave up. And I more or less following that track – must be a family tradition,” he
guy@guynicholls.ink
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laughs.” Apart from smoking – that is my only bad habit. I’m looking at Deng Xiaoping at his
age.”
Mar is not just looking to China’s paramount leader for reassurance about the wisdom of an
old habit. He is focusing on China to fulfil a dream. “Shanghai is more or less a personal
crusade of mine. There are a lot of regulations in Shanghai, but things are getting better. The
central government is being more tolerant about retail in relation to foreign investors. My
crusade is to get back into Shanghai and back into that building,” says Mar, referring to the
Shanghai store which was nationalised in 1949 but is still known by locals as the Sincere
Building. “I am angling to rent one floor. In other words, we will make our presence felt up
there, and then we will expand into a larger space.”
In order to finance Sincere’s return to Shanghai, the company recently sold its building in Des
Voeux Road Central to a Shenzhen property firm. “In business one cannot afford to be
sentimental or emotional,” says Mar. “The reason I want to go back to Shanghai, indeed to
China, is an economic decision. A business decision, not a sentimental one. I’m bullish about
the consumer market in China and feel very optimistic about Hong Kong’s future vis-à-vis
China. There have been a few disagreements, but I am pleased that we have all been able to
sit down and talk about them.”
A graduate of the London School of Economics and Political Science, Mar admits to being “a
bit of a politician” at times. “I don’t think we are quite ready for one person one vote at the
moment,” he stresses. While Hong Kong can advance in that direction, “it is not yet a
homogeneous society in the sense that you have a very wide gap between the rich and the
poor. A Labour government in the UK is different to what you would get here. Unless these
people are politically mature, what good is it?”
While feeling content with the way things are progressing in the run-up to 1997, this wry
businessman admits to at least one nagging worry about the future: how law and order can
be maintained. But he remains optimistic. “People have a paranoid feeling that comes out of
history,” he comments. “But it will be okay, and the PRC will keep its word. I have no doubt
about that. They want to push ahead with their economic development.”
Mar is not really a worrier. “My philosophy is that there is no point in being nervous, because
at that point it is too late. Just go through with it or walk away,” he beams. And has he ever
walked away from anything in his life? “Yes, marriages,” he grins. Mar is on his third but says
that this one will be his last. He and Emy have a one-year-old daughter. “I’ve found a place to
hang my hat,” he says.
It must be quite a hat stand. A man of many roles, in an average day Mar juggles with
consummate ease his half-dozen directorships and clutch of board memberships, while still
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managing to get all the work done. In addition, he still finds room for a personal life. “One has
to manage time, to manage one’s priorities,” he says. “I always fit everything in, and I don’t
work at weekends.” Rain or shine, busy or mega-busy, he gets up at 7am every day to take his
Sincere is mainly one of delegation and supervision. I never let things stack up on my desk
and it is always clear my lunch,” he says. “Sure, I have problems, frustrations and obstacles. I
tackle them one by one. If you can’t tackle something, put it out of your mind.”
Such mental regimentation, which Mar attributes to his accountancy background, is practised
all hours of the day, even when he is relaxing. “I windsurf, I scuba dive, I ski. They’re fast
sports and you’re fighting against nature, and they clear your mind. But I don’t like golf – I
play any sport but golf. It’s too slow,” says the man of action, who fields an enquiry about his
age with an evasive “I was born in ancient times”. “I play sports to avoid having to think, to
forget about things,” he continues. “Why think of business 24 hours a day? Do your planning,
delegation, supervision, and you’re done.”
Mar is a man of many pleasures. “Fast cars, fast boats – I always enjoy driving something. I
have an inborn determination to take a leadership role. I believe I have the qualities to lead~:
I can work under great pressure, and switch off from anything that bothers me,” says Mar,
with a grit founded in his school days in Australia, where his father and family were the only
Chinese in sunny Glaston, Queensland, population 5,000.
The interview was obviously over at that point. Mar put out his umpteenth cigarette. So did I.
“Aren’t you going to turn off your tape recorder?” Yes, sir!
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SEO writing for Amazon product listing: Rohoni kitchen products
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Social media: LinkedIn posts for various brands
<xx>
Image wording: Here’s how to get the know-how now free of charge with a <xx>
An ‘insider knowledge’ (pun intended) alert for you.
Famous <xx>’s digital version <xx>is now free with every new <xx>.
That means happy teachers, happy students, happy parents – happy everyone!
*
Image wording: Learn more about how to access free knowledge with <xx>
Knowledge is power.
It’s even more powerful when it’s <xx>’s digital version <xx>, free of charge with every new
<xx>.
All you have to do is buy a <xx>, register and start learning.
*
Image wording: Learn how to learn the easy way with free <xx> on a <xx>
Question: What do you get when you cross the font of all knowledge with cutting-edge
technology?
Answer: <xx>’s digital version <xx> free of charge on a new <xx>.
*
<xx>
Image wording: Self-promotion
Question: can a printer sell itself?
Answer: we aren’t sure but think <xx> might have the answer.
Check out the new range of awesome smart printers from <xx>.
All with one-year warranty.
guy@guynicholls.ink
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*
Image wording: L’amour
Question: how do you sell a printer?
Answer: offer your customers one they’ll love.
Check out the new range of awesome smart printers from <xx>.
All with one-year warranty.
*
Image wording: Here’s a riddle
Question: what’s mean and green?
Answer: a machine, when it’s a <xx> printer.
Check out the new range of awesome smart printers from <xx>.
All with one-year warranty.
*
<xx>
Image wording: Sleek, sustainable, safe and strong. Carrying case discounts now available.
Did you know you can save up to xx% on selected <xx> carrying cases and monitors?
Yes, that’s right. Across a range of backpacks, briefcases and sleeves. They’re eco-friendly,
tech-savvy and strong. Also discounted are the <xx> and the <xx>.
*
Image wording: Looking good. Feeling good. Protect the device, and the environment.
Dell discounts – up to xx% on a range of carrying cases and monitors.
There are 18 carrying cases and 2 big <xx> monitors with discounts. Hurry now, while stocks
last. Discount offer ends <date>.
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*
Image wording: Back to school. Back to work. It’s a great time to sell <xx> discounts.
Sustainability sells well with <xx>, especially when it comes to carrying cases. Their making
now uses 90% less water (when dyeing), 62% less in carbon emissions and 29% less energy.
And you pay less with up to xx% current discounts on selected cases and monitors. Offer ends
<date>.
*
<xx>
Image wording: Deliver the need for clean. From homeworking to the office, and everywhere
in between.
<xx> accessories are infused with <xx>, ensuring your customers protect their staff wherever
they choose to work. Choose these in-demand <xx> products on <xx>.
Buy now
*
Image wording: Eco-friendly tech protection from <xx>
Commit to boosting your green credentials with <xx> accessories. Made from post-consumer
waste and biodegradable plastics, their <xx> range protects both the user’s devices and the
planet. Choose these in-demand <xx> products on <xx>.
Buy now
*
Image wording: With <xx>, there’s no such thing as dirty work.
Superior device protection, made of up to x% eco-friendly content, and infused with
antimicrobial protection: wherever and however your customers choose to work, <xx> has
them covered. Choose these in-demand <xx> products on <xx>.
Buy now
*
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<xx>
Image wording: Make networking affordable and easy for your customers
Save up to xx% on selected <xx> access points and switches with <xx>.
Your SMB customers will like <xx> because it’s affordable, trustworthy, secure, easy to set up
and easy to use.
Buy now
*
Image wording: SMB customers want easy secure networking. So give it to them.
Enjoy up to xx% discount on selling <xx>.
Your SMB customers want wired and wireless networking that’s easy to set up, reliable,
secure, and high performing. So give it to them.
Buy now
*
<xx>
Image wording: Ace it with <xx> and save up to xx%
Did you know you can save up to xx% on selected <xx> monitors?
Yes, that’s right. We’re getting weekly stock in so you can enjoy fast fulfilment and clear lead
times for speedy selling.
Buy now
*
Image wording: Monitor this… xx% off <xx> units plus fast fulfilment
<xx> discounts – up to xx% on a range of classy <xx> monitors.
There are 10 monitors with discounts, including the popular best-value <xx> and <xx>. Also, a
whopping <xx> for creatives.
Lots of stock in, fast fulfilment and clear lead times to help your sales.
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Buy now
*
<xx>
Image wording: Dazzling discounts on <xx>
Did you know you can save up to xx% on selected <xx> laptops?
Yes, that’s right. Across a range of <xx> and <xx> laptops (two of which have been
recommended by <xx>). There’s good stock availability and more incoming. No MOQs. Short
lead time of only 3-4 weeks on build-to-order units. First-year reliability guarantee on certain
models.
Image wording: Big selection and big discounts on <xx>
Save up to xx% before xx
The latest selection of <xx> laptops include discounts of up to xx%. This range of laptops
cover entry-level (education), mid-range, and the high-end built-to-order <xx> Series. They
look good, too – sturdy and hip for students, smart and professional for professionals.
Colours include black, dark blue and mystic blue.
Image wording: Stock up on popular <xx> laptops
And save up to xx%
Apart from the substantial stock availability, super-fast build-to-order timescales and
competitive pricing, these are innovative, highly reliable, award-winning laptops. All are <xx>
tested.
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Sport article: Terracotta Warriors for Tatler
For Tatler magazine

Hong Kong’s top guns may be loaded, but they do not always hit their targets. Guy Nicholls
hunts down the country gentry who shoot clay at a remote weekend hideout
Contrary to expectations, the honorary secretary of the Hong Kong Gun Club does not wear a
cravat, wield a shot gun, sport leather-shouldered tweeds or wander around in green wellies
and a deerstalker. Instead Wyman Li is a kindly chap who is armed with nothing more
menacing that a portable phone. No whiff of cordite and heather, no feather-flecked hair, no
knuckle-crunching handshake.
When Li it not working at the Hong Kong Sanatorium, which his family owns, he is most often
found shooting the breeze and the clay at the upmarket gun club. While blasting a flying
saucer-shaped mixture of tar and concrete to Middle Kingdom come may not be everyone’s
idea of fun, to Li and the 600 members of the Hong Kong Gun Club it has a sure-fire
therapeutic pleasure. The ultra-exclusive establishment was formed in 1947 by the hunters of
Hong Kong who sought an umbrella for the collective slaying of birds, bucks and deer in the
New Territories. However, since 1980 and the banning of live game shooting, members have
had to curb their killer instinct and make do with blasting away at artificial targets. The club
was moved from the countryside of Tsuen Wan in the Sixties and is now situated 10 miles up
Route Twisk.
Originally a male-dominated organisation, the club is changing slowly and it currently boasts
about 20 women members. “We are certainly not an all-male club,” says Li. “The women who
come here do so because the enjoy shooting, not because they want to watch their husband
shoot. One of the most unusual things about our club is that we do not have facilities for
family members. We don’t encourage children in the club as accidents can happen. Getting
hit by a shotgun blast is very different to getting hit by a tennis ball. The victim is likely to
suffer from something considerably more serious than a bruise and a bump.”
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Although Li admits that some of the members got to China to hunt live animals, he stresses
that there is no official relationship between the HKGC and Chinese hunting organisations.
“The Chinese clubs only cater for the novice and are not very sporting,” he says. “Basically,
they tie up the game and give you a gun to shoot it with.” Most of the members of the Hong
Kong Gun Club are content to set their sights on improving their clay-target marksmanship
and shooting range prowess. Clay pigeons are shot with a shotgun, while shooting range
targets are shot with either a pistol or a rifle. There are essentially two forms of clay-target
shooting, trap and skeet. Trap boasts more variety as there are five stations with three
machines and every time you call for a target you do not know which machine is going to
throw it up. Skeet – the Swedish word for shoot – wan invented by the Americans and
simulates all the different targets you are likely to encounter when shooting game. There is
one high house and one low house which throw up targets at differing trajectories.
The extraordinary growth of the popularity of clay-pigeon shooting in Hong Kong can be
attributed to a number of factors. While the banning of hunting has obviously had a major
impact, the stalking of certain wild animals has always been dependent on the seasons. Clay
pigeons suffer from no such seasonal restrictions and can be hunted all year round.
Furthermore, clay is considerably less expensive than traps full of live birds. Despite these
advantages, it took a while for clay pigeon shooting to take off in Hong Kong as many
erstwhile hunters were sceptical that clay could ever satisfy their blood lust. Targets were
originally glass balls with feather inside, but as these did not fly very well a saucer-shaped
object made of clay gradually evolved. Not dissimilar in shape to a frisbee it flies reasonably
well and with a bit of imagination almost looks like a pigeon.
The Hong Kong Gun Club boasts two clay target ranges and a 25-metre and a 50-metre rifle
range. Apart from clay-pigeon shooting, ‘practical pistols’ a sporting pastime which is based
on military and police training programmes in the US, is the most popular activity at the club.
However, the sport does have certain drawbacks in Hong Kong, “Pistols are pain to be
interested in as you can’t keep them at home,” says Li. “You have to place them in storage,
pick them up on the way to the club, and then take them straight back afterwards. You can’t
go wandering off.”
By law, pistols must be housed in one of the territory’s four armouries or gun shops, while a
shotgun can be kept at home with police permission. “At present we do not have the facilities
to store guns at the clubhouse,” says Li. “One of our top priorities is to get an armoury as it
will make life a lot easier for our members.”
Most of the club’s membership are well used to having life made a little easier for them.
Indeed, the expenses involved in shooting have helped make the club a tad elitist; its
membership can be accurately dubbed the ‘financially elite’. To use a gentrified expression –
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membership has its privileged. Among the privileged few are Domini Chan and George
Ireland who have been shooting at the club for some time and newcomers Ray Chan and Dr
Peter Chan who are already being tipped as the hotshots of the future. “The majority of the
members are at least in their 30s when they join and are anywhere from senior management
to owners of enterprises,” says Li.
This is just as well as both clay shooting and practical pistols are very expensive sports.
Ordinary club membership costs from £17,500-£30,000 and there is an annual subscription
as well. Out on the range, a member’s average daily expenditure is $500-$800 on shooting
alone. Those members who enjoy a gin and tonic or two while discussing the day’s targets
and indulging in general bore talk may find themselves looking down the barrel at a fastdisappearing £1,000 note. Each round of clay consists of 25 targets and the club charges $1
per clay. Ammunition costs $2.25 per round and shooters average one and a half shells per
target. In effect, every time a member pulls the trigger it costs about $4. Expenses for local
championships, tournaments and various shooting parties also come out of the shooter’s
pocket.
But being blue-blooded when it comes to footing the bar bills and making regular
appearances at the buckshot and barrage parties is not the end of the story for members of
the Hong Kong Gun Club. Character also plays a big part. “Clay-target shooting is an absolute
game,” says Li. “Shoot at a target with a pistol and before too long you will be able to hit the
paper, and eventually to hit the target itself. With clay, you either hit it or you don’t. As most
people who start clay shooting only hit 10-20 per cent of their targets in the first six months,
perseverance is vital.”
Not surprisingly, members who are used to closing multimillion-dollar deals before breakfast
find it disconcerting to discover that destroying a clay saucer is out of their range. “Claytarget shooting is a big ego destroyer,” says Li. We are talking of well-established people who
have pride and position. They come to this game and discover some people hitting more than
90 per cent of their targets, while they are only managing to destroy 10 per cent.
Psychologically, that is a very big hurdle to overcome.
The club adds insult to already-bruised egos by sounding a horrible hooter when a gun-toting
member shoots wide. Furthermore, a referee will gleefully yell “miss” loud enough for the
whole range to hear. Who said clay-pigeon shooting was not a cruel sport?
“For a lot of people, it’s very difficult to get past the first stage,” says Li. “But shooting is an
incredible challenge and for those who persevere it can become worthwhile for egos and
wallets. It is also a challenge from the standpoint that it is one of the few sports that I, as a
47-year-old, can still be competitive at internationally. We are one of the few sporting clubs
where no one retires, and T M Chow is still one of our top shooters at the age of 60. At the
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moment, I am on top of my game and one of the best shooters here, but if I went in for
something like golf I would be lucky to finish half way up the ranking.”
Some members enjoy trips to the gun club because it is a nice outing – they find it relaxing
and fun – but others are far more competitive. There are only about ten seriously
competitive shooters at the club and they will each spend about three days a week out on
the range. These elite few constitute the backbone of the Hong Kong shooting team.
Unfortunately, the last time that this team went to the Olympics was back in 1984, when its
performance was somewhat disappointing. “You have to take into account the fact that we
were once a hunting group and are now in the process of becoming more serious shooters,”
says Li. Indeed, sportsmen who are prepared to spend more than $50,000 on a shotgun and
anywhere from $50,000-$150,000 on annual expenses have to be taken seriously. And if
Hong Kong’s elite marksmen are gunning for glory at the next Olympics, who can say that
they will not be bang on target?
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Travel article: Beijing of Bust by Guy Nicholls for Traveller
For Inter-continental Traveller magazine

“It’s twisty, turny bendy for the next 80 kilometres,” said Nikki, our PR guardian angel, as she
looked up from the tulips and around the small dusty cabin, talking to anyone of the three of
us who caught her eye.
So that was it: Ping Le mountain, at the tip of the Wangyang range in south-central China, of
such stunning beauty that it’s untrained sylvan vistas take one’s breath away, dismissed as
twisty, turny, bendy. But such is the workaday language of a car rally. Like an army on the
move, it treats the terrain it passes through dispassionately but in great detail, taking into
account only logistics and the co-ordinates of distance and direction.
On the one hand, incongruous: millions-of-dollars-worth of high-tech automobiles hurtling
through peasant country, rushing past the inheritors of what is said to be the oldest
civilisation on earth, through landscapes that have hardly changed in thousands of years. On
the other hand, apt: careering through scenes that are changing almost faster than it takes
the dust from the rally cars to settle.
The 555 Hong Kong-Beijing Rally consists of a convoy of 210 cars and service vehicles,
carrying more than 500 fanatics and stretching at any one time on its route 300km from
leader to tail-ender. The front and the back ends of this great safari travel, surprisingly, very
slowly – given that somewhere in the middle are cars that move very, very fast. Fuel trucks,
tyre trucks, baked beans and mushy peas trucks leave at dawn the day before and are
committed to a more leisurely tourist pace, arriving early enough at any given point to
receive the rally, then packing up and following it long after that special stage has been
shown on television around the globe and written up in the sport’s pages of the world’s
press.
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The rally covers 3,800km in seven days and is watched by an estimated 300 million people
around the world, 10 million of whom witness its progress from the roadside. Some 100,000
Chinese are involved in assisting the rally on its route, which passes through Guangdong,
Hunan, Hubei, Henan and Hebei on its way to Beijing’s Tiananmen Square.
And somewhere in the middle of it all is the press, cocooned in their own vehicles, driven on
by the need for instant noodles, result statistics, tinned tuna and the sponsor’s free
cigarettes. No time for a leisurely pre-lunch amble into the environs to chew the cud with a
farmer and pick up some of the finer points of rice cultivation. No time for lunch as such or to
banter with a local builder over a pile of baking bricks – huge, cylindrical towers, glowing
Halloween-like from the inside out; you can drive all day at high speed across hundreds of
kilometres and the towers will still be there at dusk, watching over you as you tear past.
The Hong Kong-Beijing Rally, or the “pulling force” as some of the local Chinese like to call it,
which takes place this October, will be the last long haul of its kind. After the return of Hong
Kong to China the rally will still probably exist, but in “clover-leaf form” – a condition required
for the race to be included as part of the World Rally Championship. This means, roughly,
that the race ends approximately where it began, rather than at the end of a line thousands
of kilometres away.
It’s the end of an era, one that will have seen seven rallies take place over 12 years, the first
won by Hannu Mikkola in an Audi Quattro A2 and including a win in our year by Sweden’s
Kenneth Eriksson in a Mitsubishi Lancer Evo III.
If your travels find you in the People’s Republic of China between October 19-25 this year,
don’t miss the last opportunity to see this extraordinary expedition of eccentrics take part in
the final twisty, turny, bendy “straight-line” format.
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Travel article: Activities and recreations Geneva for Mandarin Oriental
(Rewrite and edit)
Geneva Activities & Recreation
Activities & Recreation

There’s so much to do and enjoy in and around Geneva. Whether it’s exploring the
magnificent expanse of Lake Geneva, the soaring Alps, the city’s fascinating museums, the
beautiful botanical gardens, the colourful outdoor markets or world-famous chocolate
creations. It's all here.
The beach
Join the locals at the Bains des Pâquis for a swim in the lake – even in winter! Look out for the
delicious cheese fondue. Visit the area’s biggest beach Genève-Plage on the other side of the
lake – its swimming area has an Olympic-sized swimming pool, paddling pools, slides and high
dives in an idyllic setting.

More recently, the new Eaux-Vives beach opened, offering stunning views of the Jet d'Eau
fountain and Geneva's bay.
Or just enjoy the lovely waterfront parks for a picnic or a quick nap under the trees!
Cocktail scene
Geneva has a thriving cocktail scene. Enjoy a mojito on the terrace of MO Bar, sample the
inventive creations of the mixologists at the speakeasy-style Le Verre à Monique in Quartier
des Bains, or head to the stylish Rooftop 42 on Rue du Rhône for a drink with a view.
Picnic with a view
At an altitude of 1,000 metres. Mont Salève. 19km.

Take a short trip out of town and hike the trails on this nearby mountain before stopping for
a picnic at the top, overlooking the city far below. You're likely to see paragliders launching
themselves into the air.
Excursion
One hour away. Montreux. 90km.

The pearl of the Swiss Riviera, Montreux is best known for its international jazz festival, but it
offers much more than that. The lakeside promenade is considered one of the most beautiful
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in Switzerland. Stroll along it towards the alluring Château de Chillon, which juts out onto the
lake and looks like something in a fairy tale.
Top tip: the drive from Geneva sweeps past the beautiful Lavaux vineyards, some of the
oldest grape plantations in Switzerland and a UNESCO World Heritage site. Stop in the pretty
medieval village of Lutry to walk along the promenade and check out the Whisky Time
boutique with its vast selection of single-malt whiskies.
Excursion
30 minutes away. Yvoire. 30km.

An easy day trip from Geneva is the wonderfully preserved medieval town of Yvoire on the
French shore of Lake Geneva. With its ramparts, gates and 11th-century church, this fortified
market village is considered one of the prettiest places in France.
Visit in the summer to see the streets filled with flowers and discover the 1,500 plants in the
Jardin des Cinq Sens sensory gardens inspired by those in medieval times.
Top tip: it’s easy to drive to Yvoire, but a more peaceful and leisurely way to get there is by
boat. Simply take the train to Nyon and cross the lake to Yvoire with the Compagnie Générale
de Navigation.
Old Town
Geneva has the largest historic city centre in Switzerland, hiding a Gothic labyrinth of cobbled
streets, authentic buildings embellished with beautiful facades and picturesque squares.

A short walk from the city centre is Geneva's theatre district and cultural centre where you
can see the oldest house in the city, Maison Tavel, and the beautiful Bastions Park with its
famous Reformation Wall. The area has lots of ancestral cafés and restaurants, art galleries,
museums and, of course, shops.
Climb 157 steps to the top of the historical Saint Peter's Cathedral tower for a breathtaking
panorama of the city of Calvin and its beautiful lake.
Outdoor Sports
Introduction

Geneva is a delight for nature and outdoor sports fanatics. Whatever your skill level, whether
you’re a runner, a cyclist, a swimmer, a hiker, a skier or simply a sporty person, there are
many activities for you in and outside the city.
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You can choose to be guided and led by experts or professional trainers or just get out there
on your own and explore this marvellous region. Our concierge team would be pleased to
help you plan a unique and unforgettable itinerary and recommend some ‘must-do’
experiences and the ‘must-see’ spots.
Biking

Geneva is a biking-friendly city with specific and secure lanes on most of its roads.
Whether you're a sports enthusiast or not, you may choose to visit Geneva and its
countryside by bike or e-bike and enjoy nice stops like the international district, the Botanical
Gardens, the Old Town, the Parc des Bastions or the Mont Salève. Or you could just simply
admire breath-taking views while pedalling along the lake's shores.
Top tip: ask our concierge team for one of our bikes and let them plan an exciting tour for
you in and around Geneva combining your route with local cultural or culinary activities like
wine and chocolate tasting, literature breaks, vineyards spots and historical sights.
Watersports

There’s lots of fun to be had with water sports on Lake Geneva, whether you’re looking to
relax or get the adrenalin pumping. Activities include stand-up paddleboarding, windsurfing,
water skiing, wake foiling, rafting, kayaking, canoeing… And of course there's boating, from
simple pedalos to e-boats or sailboats. Open-water swimming is popular, too, and then
there’s fishing. Get a skipper or guide to take you to the best spots and show you how to
catch char, fera, perch, pike and trout. Bring your catch back and our chef will be happy to
cook it for you!
Top tip: after all your exercise, treat yourself to a nice cocktail in one of the lovely terraces on
the lake shores with a view of the iconic Jet d'Eau at sunset.
Hiking

Head into the mountains to marvel at the beauty of the surrounding landscape of the French
Alps and Jura Massif. Relish the fresh air and reconnect body and mind while getting into
shape. If you’re after a different kind of hike with the family, get a guide to help you explore
new places. There are even hikes to help you sharpen your senses!
Here are some examples of nearby hiking spots.
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Easy level
The Vuache Mountain, Savigny/Dingy-en-Vuache, France. 1,000 metres. One-hour drive from
hotel.

Signal des Voirons, Saint-Cergues/Machilly, France. 1,480 metres. One-hour drive from hotel.
Intermediate level
Mount of Sous Dine, Saint-Sixt, France. 2,004 metres. One-hour drive from hotel.
Peak of Sur Cou, Saint-Sixt, France. 1,809 metres. Just under an hour’s drive from hotel.
The Dôle, Vaud/Jura, Switzerland. 1,677 metres. One-hour drive from hotel.
Lake of Lessy close to the Aravis Massif, France. 1,781 metres. One-hour drive from hotel.
Hard level
Mont Salève, France. 1,379 metres. 45-minute drive from hotel.
Cret of the Neige and Reculet, the two highest peaks in the Jura, France, 1,720 metres. 1.5hour drive from hotel.
Paragliding

Experience the thrill of a spectacular and unforgettable paragliding tandem flight taking off
from Mont Salève in France and landing in Switzerland.
For your comfort and safety, you’re well attached to the pilot positioned behind you, and liftoff is from a low-sloping meadow.
It’s an amazing bird’s eye view of the horizon of the Alps, the majestic Mont Blanc mountain
peak, the Jura Massif, the beautiful city of Geneva and the deep blue-turquoise of the Léman
lake.
Running

Geneva is the ideal city for runners. Whether you’re a beginner or experienced athlete, it’s
easy to use the beautiful parks, fields and forests, and finish your course with a refreshing
swim in the lake.
You can choose to challenge yourself back into shape by running alone or with an exclusive
coach. You can meet your personal trainer at the hotel and plan a run through the cobbled
streets of the Old Town, by the lake or on the track of Geneva's marathon route.
Top tip: combine running and sightseeing with a running guide who’ll show you the highlights
and best views of Geneva – at a pace that suits you. You can book with our concierge team.
Winter sports
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Head out of Geneva into the mountains for an incredible day at a French or Swiss ski resort. It
isn’t just skiing or snowboarding, there’s also dog sledding, skijoring, speed riding, ice
climbing, Nordic skiing, panoramic flights, snowshoe hiking and winter biking! You can book
with our concierge team.
Here are some examples of renowned ski resorts nearby.
•
•
•
•
•

Chamonix, France. 1.25-hour drive from hotel.
Megève, France. 1.25-hour drive from hotel.
Courchevel, Méribel, Val Thorens-the 3 Valleys, France. 2.25-hour drive from hotel.
Gstaad, Switzerland. 2.5-hour drive from hotel.
Verbier, Switzerland. 2.25-hour drive from hotel.

Top tip: start your day dog sledding in Chamonix – get to know the dogs, prepare the sled and
lead your team throughout the paths and woods like a real professional sled driver. After
that, break for lunch in some of the best restaurants in town, like the Hameau Albert 1er or
the Maison Carrier. Maybe then take a cable car up to Mont Blanc’s Aiguille du Midi for some
breath-taking views of the French, Swiss and Italian Alps. If you have a head for heights, try
the Pas dans le Vide glass box or platform for an unforgettable picture!
Time for yourself
Introduction

Keep healthy and refreshed with our fully equipped fitness centre, sauna and hammam. You
can have personal training sessions or yoga classes with a private coach or on your own using
an online video. Or just pamper yourself with a massage or beauty treatment.
Bellefontaine Switzerland

Rejuvenate and unwind with the ambassador for Swiss expertise in anti-aging cosmetic
treatments. Bellefontaine products contain natural and precious ingredients from the Alps
and the most cutting-edge discoveries in biotechnology.
Personal training

Whether your goal is general fitness, weight loss, body sculpting, recovery from injuries or to
improve your athletic performance, a personal trainer can design a bespoke, personalised
training programme specially created to achieve your short-term goals in our exclusive
training space.
Contact us to arrange a tailor-made session with our professional coaches.
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Outdoor classes are available as well.
Yoga

Renowned for the positive benefits it can bring, whether you are a beginner or an expert,
whether you prefer dynamic, restorative or any other style of yoga, whether you look for a
single course or multiple lessons, we are delighted to coordinate your private one-to-one
class with a dedicated mentor in our yoga studio.
Family Time
Introduction

Geneva is the perfect destination for a memorable family holiday.
The hotel features spacious family rooms as well as a variety of connecting options. The Kids
Club will put a smile on every Little Fan’s face with its various activities for creative minds or
little athletes throughout the day.
Children will love Geneva’s beaches in the summer, including the Baby Plage for the youngest
ones. There’s also sledding in the nearby ski resorts in the winter, tree climbing, canoeing on
the Rhône, as well as guided family tours or fun hikes.
Babysitters can be hired, and pushchairs, car seats and cribs are available.
Little Fans Kids Club

For our Little Fans aged from 2 to 12 years old there’s the delightful Kids Club in partnership
with Bubbles Kids Club. There are artistic and creative workshops like piñata and drawing,
various sports ranging from gymnastics to dance or martial arts, and some delicious snacks
prepared by our chef. Whether you’re a hotel guest or not, it’s possible to hire this exclusive
space for your children's party.
Opening:
Sunday: 9:30am to 3:30pm
For additional or specific days/times and other requests, ask reception or the concierge team.
Kids Club access is complimentary for our hotel guests. There is a CHF55 charge per child for
our Yakumanka guests, including access to the Kids Club and children's lunch menu.
Rooms
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We offer comfortable and functional family rooms and suites from 64 to 133 square metres,
including connecting options, with different views of the Rhône River, city centre and
gardens.
Special amenities await our Little Fans. Our pastry chef can prepare unique and tasty
surprises like chocolate and meringue lollipops for the little ones or chocolate iPhones for the
teens. To make your stay even more memorable, we can also personalise these amenities
following your children's preferences and hobbies.
Kids’ treats

What's on the menu for children? The chef knows how to please our Little Fans with tasty
menus and healthy, scrumptious recipes.
Outdoor activities

Geneva is a gem for easily accessible family activities, offering sports options, and cultural
and culinary experiences.
Here are some examples.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Have a little train tour to discover Geneva.
Swim in the lake from one of the stunning beaches.
Take a pedal-boat tour or have fun on motorised miniature boats (British ferries,
cruise ships, or Mississippi steamships).
Ski or become a perfect dog sled driver.
Walk through the parks in Geneva like the Park of the Bâtie, the Teppes of Verbois
nature reserve, the Park of Merlet, or the Botanical Gardens with over 12,000 species.
Take in some heights at the Treetop Adventure Park of the Evaux.
Become a real detective in one of the city’s several escape games or do a workshop
on being a fine chocolate taster.

You’re sure to find stunning possibilities to please everyone in the family, share precious
moments together and, above all, create unforgettable and magical souvenirs.
Geneva's DNA
Introduction

Geneva is your resort city.
An introduction to our city with some fun facts
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Jet d’Eau water fountain was never intended to be a fountain – it was originally a
safety valve for a hydraulic power network.
Public transportation is free of charge for all hotel guests, including the scenic little
yellow passenger ferries.
Geneva has the longest wooden bench in the world.
Summer animations include a complimentary open-air cinema and sunrise morning
concerts.
The World Wide Web was created by Tim Berners-Lee in 1989 while working at CERN
in Geneva.
The first Swiss wristwatch was made in Geneva in 1868.
Two rivers meet in Geneva: the Rhône and the Arve.

In summer 2021, a special resort city offer awaits you
Receive your Geneva Resort Pass upon check-in, granting you complimentary access and
discounts to 100 different partners, including cultural, sports, relaxing and adventure
activities while discovering Geneva and its surroundings.
Duration: 1 July – 31 August 2021.
Watchmaking

It was in the mid-16th century that Geneva's luxury watchmaking industry and its unique
pieces were born. Since then, Geneva’s watch industry has become a world leader with an
international reputation in luxury watchmaking and the strategic hub for watch retailers.
Museums, workshops and prestigious events held in the high-class boutiques in the Rue du
Rhône will introduce you to a world of unique know-how, precision and elegance. You’ll
discover how fine-quality work, innovation and competition have made Geneva tick for
centuries.
Top tip: visit a watchmaking works or attend a workshop to learn, understand and assemble
your own watch. It’s a unique experience that our concierge team will be delighted to
arrange for you.
Chocolate

Geneva is a wonderland for chocolate fanatics.
Indulge in classic chocolate bars, original and fine-tasting truffles, or delightful pastries and
fruits with melting chocolate hearts. Immerse yourself in Switzerland’s chocolate culture on a
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tour that shares the secrets around the origins and manufacturing of chocolate as well as the
Swiss chocolate history.
Top tip: become an expert chocolatier for half a day by joining the teams of a local
chocolatier in a workshop where you’ll learn how chocolate becomes such a special sweet
and make your own piece of chocolate art!
Our concierge team can book you a session.
Shopping

Despite its charming size, Geneva more than competes with London and Paris as a major
shopping destination in Europe.
Geneva specialises in fine, sophisticated and very expensive items. All along the Rue du
Rhône and Rue du Marché, you can admire the internationally renowned brands of high-end
clothes boutiques, watchmakers and jewellery shops.
You can also venture down the more hidden and secret streets and alleys of the Old Town,
starting with the Grande Rue where you’ll discover surprising stores with unique items, and
antique shops that are like museums with plenty of relics dating back to the Middle Ages.
Don’t be afraid to get lost; every turn promises a new surprise!
International Geneva

In 1859, a certain Henry Dunant witnessed the aftermath of the Battle of Solferino. As a
result, he became the co-founder of a neutral and impartial organisation to protect and assist
war victims later known as the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC). The
founding of the ICRC led to the first international humanitarian treaty, the Geneva
Convention of 1864. After World War I, the League of Nations and the International Labour
Organization (ILO) in Geneva were established.
In 1945 after World War II, Geneva become the European headquarters of the United
Nations followed by a dozen other UN bodies such as ITU, UNHCR, WHO and WMO. Geneva
definitely has a compelling history of international cooperation.
Some key numbers showing how Geneva is international
•
•
•

177 states represented by a Permanent Mission based in Geneva.
39 international organisations.
431 non-governmental organisations.
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Museums

Geneva is home to many public and private museums, from antiques to modern art, and
galleries and art centres, all nested in a maze of streets and picturesque squares.
Here are some recommendations.
•
•
•
•
•

Maison Tavel, the oldest house in the city.
International Red Cross and Red Crescent Museum.
International Museum of the Reformation.
Patek Philippe Museum.
Museum of Modern and Contemporary Art (MAMCO)

Beyond Geneva:
•
•

The incredible Globe of Science and Innovation, CERN, in Meyrin, a 20-minute drive
from the hotel.
The phenomenal Chaplin's World, a 1.25-hour drive from the hotel.

For the musical arts, the Grand Théâtre de Genève is the largest artistic structure in Frenchspeaking Switzerland. The theatre hosts lyrical and choreographic art productions based on
the stagione (season) model and not on the repertory system. You can also enjoy
performances of concerts and recitals.
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Travel e-book: Local Guide to Dorking

Overview

The old medieval market town of Dorking lies in the beautiful Surrey Hills where the River
Mole has cut a gap through the North Downs at the meeting point of two valleys and the
Pipp Brook tributary.
With a wider-area population of about thirty thousand, about eleven thousand in the centre,
this charming town is ideally located a mere twenty miles south of London. The town of
Guildford is only around ten miles away.
Attracting an eclectic and sophisticated population, possibly due to its proximity to London,
pretty Dorking is renowned for its selection of independent shops, lively artisan scene and
easy access to the stunning countryside much loved by ramblers and cyclists.
There are some delightful residential areas, with a wide range of good schools to choose
from. People like to live in Dorking for the easy access to its lovely, typically English
surrounding countryside. It’s also far enough from London to have a true sense of itself,
encompassing its ancient and Roman heritage and, proudly, its own legendary breed of fivetoed Dorking chickens and wild cherry wine.
History of Dorking

Dorking’s been around a fair while, with a known history dating back to the Bronze Age.
There are some ancient bowl barrows in Glory Wood, Milton Heath and Box Hill.
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Later, in Emperor Hadrian’s time, a Roman road ran through the town linking London to
Chichester. About nine hundred years on, William the Conqueror owned it for a bit, then his
son, William II, gave it to the Battle of Hastings veteran William de Warenne, the first Earl of
Surrey.
From then on, its expansion came in stages marked by the development of transport links
that encouraged trade and further settlement. A turnpike road to London put Dorking on a
busy coach route in the eighteenth century. About a hundred years later the first railway line
came to the town and Dorking station opened in 1849. The nineteenth century brought more
affluent residents, paved streets and gas lighting. Dorking has flourished since then, and
regular improvements to its two main roads, the A24 London–Worthing and the A25
Guildford–Sevenoaks, has propelled it into easy reach of the capital and other towns.
Celebrated people with links to Dorking include author Daniel Defoe, actor Sir Laurence
Olivier and composer Ralph Vaughan Williams.
Property

Property in Dorking has something for everyone. And part of the attraction of living here is
that much of the centre of town is in a conservation area.
The town is a magnet for families wanting a place to live that has good schools and is safer,
quieter and less frantic than nearby London. It’s still a convenient commute into Central
London.
There are two postcodes for Dorking – RH4 and RH5 – both similar in terms of the property
they offer. The ultimate aspirational and ideally located houses are in Rose Hill in the centre
of town, Pixham, North Holmwood and Dorking Rural West. Detached houses with more land
tend to be in the east of the town, in and around Deepdene and Park Copse.
Families just starting out on the property ladder are attracted to areas like Vincent Street,
West Street and South Street. And Rothes Road is step up from these in terms of cost.
Schools & Colleges

Given the size of Dorking, there’s a good range of high performing, reputable public and
independent schools to choose from.
Nursery / Pre-Schools
Dorking Nursery School, Ofsted rating Outstanding
Newdigate CofE Endowed Aided Infant School, Ofsted rating Good
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Scott Broadwood CofE Infant School, Ofsted rating Good
St Michael’s CofE Aided Infant School, Ofsted rating Good
St Giles’ CofE (Aided) Infant School (Ashstead), Ofsted rating Good
Primary Schools
Powell Corderoy School, Ofsted rating Good
St Martin’s Primary School, Ofsted rating Good
St Paul’s Primary School, Ofsted rating Outstanding
St Joseph’s Catholic Primary School, Ofsted rating Good
St John’s Primary School, Ofsted rating Good
Secondary Schools
The Ashcombe School (co-ed), Ofsted rating Good
The Priory School (mixed), Ofsted rating Good
Howard of Effingham School (Leatherhead), Ofsted rating Good
Glebelands School (Cranleigh), Ofsted rating Good
St Peter’s Catholic School (Guildford), Ofsted rating Outstanding
Independent Schools
Glenesk School (Leatherhead), Ofsted rating Good
Oakwood School (Horley), Ofsted rating Good
Manor House School (Leatherhead)
St John’s School (Leatherhead)
Cranmore School (West Horsley)
Local Universities
University of Surrey (Guildford)
University College London
Guildford College (Guildford)
Things to Do
Box Hill
The North Downs’ Surrey Hills are wonderful walking country and a great way to view the
surrounding countryside. It’s a fascinating place to go butterfly spotting – with 38 different
species spotted recently. Try the eight-mile Box Hill circular hike, but bear in mind the ground
can be quite rough in some places. The Box Hill Happy Valley Circular Walk includes the round
Broadwood’s Tower and stunning woodland. Ideal for dog walking too.
Leith Hill and Tower
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This area is designated an Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty. Delight in the sweeping views
towards London and explore trails through ancient woods and heathland. Make sure you see
Leith Hill Place, the childhood home of the composer Ralph Vaughan Williams.
Denbies Wine Estate
With a vineyard dating back nearly forty years, this fine wine estate has become one of the
biggest producers in the UK. There’s a seven-mile public footpath through the vineyard and
estate, indoor and outdoor wine tasting tours and the Conservatory Restaurant serving
delicious locally sourced produce.
Dorking Museum
Find out all about Dorking and its surrounding villages, from prehistoric and medieval times
up to the present day. The museum regularly puts on family activity days, a great way for
children to learn about the history of their area. You can even learn about the Dorking breed
of chickens, renowned for their unusual fifth toe and striking colours.
Polesden Lacey
Polesden is a beautiful grand house and gardens on an estate dating back to Roman times.
King George VI and Queen Elizabeth the Queen Mother enjoyed their honeymoon here.
There are lots of walks and rambles, with the Denbies Hillside ramble notable for its circular
route across Ranmore Common. There are also a few way-marked walks. Dogs are welcome.
South Street Caves
Find out what’s under Dorking. A series of ‘caves’, with parts dating back to the seventeenth
century, are open to the public to explore in summertime. For many years these caves were
used to store wine and beer. There are a lot of inscriptions to examine on the walls, some
possibly ancient. There’s also a mystery chamber that may or may not have hidden Roman
Catholics, and where politicians and criminals were apt to meet – let’s assume not at the
same time!
The Deepdene Trail
Have a great walk in these historic privately owned gardens on the Deepdene Estate. Walks
range from the light one-miler to the more challenging nine-mile wander. There’s lots of
notable history: one of the past owners was Thomas More, who remodelled the grounds
including building a mausoleum for his son Charles and a temple on a terrace in honour of his
brother. An intriguing and eccentric trail.
The Hannah Peschar Sculpture Garden
A wonder for fans of contemporary sculpture, in a stunning garden there are over two
hundred sculptures dotted around waiting to be admired. Styles vary from the figurative to
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the out-there abstract. It’s a peaceful haven and a delight to see art and nature meet like
this.
Top Three Things to do for Children
Box Hill’s Natural Play Trail
There’s fun to be had for the children on this two-mile adventure walk. Trees and things to
climb, stepping-stones to nimbly cross, tunnels to scramble through. There’s even a hidden
place, a log bridge option and a magical picnic table. Adults are likely to end up having a great
time too.
Meadowbank Park
A great place for the children to go wild and have some fun. When not in the enormous wellequipped playground, they can bounce and leap around the soft play area with ball bogglers,
bubble tubes and a dizzy disk twister. And there’s a park and pond, outdoor fitness
equipment and a café in which to recoup and rest too.
Calli’s Corner
Treat the children to a party or painting session in this wonderfully fun ceramic studio in the
heart of Dorking. And there’s lots to do when not painting plates, mugs, vases and statues,
from foam clay decorating and pottery throwing to glass fusion workshops and making a
teddy.
Shopping & Leisure
Shopping
Famous for its independent shops, Dorking in a shining example of the ultimate in retail
therapy. It’s a charming town to mosey around. West Street is very much the antiques centre
of the town, but it also boasts health, beauty and fashion outlets.

Dorking’s traditional market in St Martin’s Walk has been running for over seven hundred
years. It’s currently open every Friday between 8.30am and 2pm.
There’s also an open-air shopping centre in St Martin’s Walk, and an artisan market – think
vintage clothes, flowers, delicious food – in St Martin’s Walk car park on the first Sunday of
every month from March until December.
The town’s big shops include M&S, Sainsbury’s, Tesco and Waitrose.
When not shopping, some locals enjoy dressing up the town’s three-metre-high metal
Dorking cockerel, fondly known as The Dorking Cock, on the Deepdene roundabout.
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Restaurants
When it comes to finding fine food in and around Dorking, you’re spoilt for choice. Leader of
the pack has got to be Steve Drake’s Michelin-starred Sorrel, famed for its delicious and
adventurous British cuisine. Close runners up include Arto, for its exquisite Mediterranean
food, Sang Thai, for its classic and modern Thai cuisine, and La Cucina, for its pasta and pizza.

Just out of town, on the way to Guildford, is The Abinger Hatch, a fun-time loving
independent country pub that caters for all tastes, including vegan, vegetarian, dairy-free and
gluten-free dishes.
Pubs & Nightclubs
Six of the best pubs in Dorking are the cosy The Queen’s Head on Horsham Road, The Gin
Cocktail Bar in the aptly named Punchbowl Lane, the down-to-earth Royal Oak in North
Holmwood, the characterful The Old House and the truly old King’s Arms, both in West
Street, and The Watermill on Reigate Road.
Cinema & Theatre
Dorking Halls, in its compelling Art Deco building, is the biggest live event and cinema venue
in Dorking. Regular events include Dorking Halls Antiques and Decorative Arts Fair, LeRoc
Modern Jive Dance Classes, The Applause Youth Theatre Company and the hilariously named
Screaming Blue Murder Comedy Club.

Making sure Dorking Halls don’t monopolise the whole town is the Green Room Theatre,
home of the Dorking Dramatic and Operatic Society.
Gyms & Health
Keeping in shape is easy in and around Dorking with all the nearby great walks on the Downs,
Box Hill and Ranmore Common, and cycling up and down National Cycle Route 22. For those
wanting to exercise indoors for a change, there are lots of facilities. One of the main ones is
the Dorking Sports Centre, popular for its gym, swimming pool, indoor cycling studio, sports
hall and health suite.

Also well-liked are high-spec gym Anytime Fitness on the High Street, non-gym Revitalise
Fitness for weight and well-being issues, and the calmer and more serene The Yoga Centre.
Golf Clubs
There are two main golf clubs in or very close to Dorking. Dorking Golf Club’s undulating and
challenging nine-hole course is a must-try, while the larger eighteen-hole Betchworth Park
Golf Club is also breath-taking for its setting and beauty. Both clubs also host all sorts of
events and functions.
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Other Entertainment

Dorking Meadowbank Skatepark on the Ashcombe Road is a modern, concrete, multi-level
plaza and street style skatepark great for beginners and the more experienced. North
Holmwood Skatepark is easier and less challenging, and ideal for starters and those wanting
to quietly practice.
For the more sedate, the Pippbrook Bowling Club and Dorking Bowling Club welcome new
members all year round.
Travel Connections

Dorking is a well-connected town with comprehensive transport links to and from London
and the main roads on to the national motorway network.
There are three railway stations. Dorking Station is ideal for trips north to and from London
Victoria and London Waterloo (both about an hour), and south to Horsham (twenty minutes)
and the south coast. Dorking Deepdene and Dorking West stations are handy links to Gatwick
airport (about half an hour) and to Reading via Guildford (fifteen to twenty minutes).
The A24 and A25 trunk roads are Dorking’s main arterial roads. The M25 London orbital
motorway is around fifteen minutes from Dorking.
Gatwick airport is thirty minutes’ drive away and Heathrow airport takes about an hour.
There are many bus routes through Dorking, including the Epsom to Crawley number 21
Metrobus, the Shere to Crawley (via Gatwick) number 22 Metrobus, the Redhill to Guildford
number 32 Compass / Stagecoach bus and the Horsham to Dorking number 93 bus. There is
also a number 465 London United bus that goes between Dorking and Kingston, via Surbiton.
Some fast fun facts

Charles Dickens wrote some of his Pickwick Papers while staying at The White Horse in
Dorking.
A healthy, happy Dorking hen can lay around 170 to 190 eggs a year.
Laurence Olivier’s earliest memory aged two was looking through a window at Dorking.
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Writer George Meredith lived on Box Hill and in his latter years was pulled up there in a bath
chair by a donkey called Picnic.
The actor Laurence Olivier was born in Dorking at 26 Wathen Road in 1907.
Edward Lear mentions a lady talking ‘to some milk-white Hens of Dorking’ in his poem The
Courtship of the Yonghy-Bonghy-Bo.
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User guide: BT TV User Guide for BT
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User guide: BT Smart Hub User Guide for BT
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User guide: CyberPower Battery Back-up Quick Start Guide for BT
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Web content: Sublimotion at Mandarin Oriental
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Web content: Tech Data Logitech
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Web content: Mandarin Oriental, Geneva
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Web content: Plusnet How to stay safe online
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Weekly column: People Talk with Guy Nicholls for SCMP
For regular People Talk column, M Magazine, South China Morning Post
Car racing can be oh so exhausting
While the sirens were wailing for the start of the Macau Grand Prix and virtually the whole
enclave’s attention was on whether Schumacher would make it or Hakkinen would hack it,
famed shoe designer Tamara Lapinski was displaying a nonchalant scorn for the internal
combustion engine. She was spotted, disguised enticingly as a journalist, sunning herself at
the Mandarin Oriental pool.
What did the director uncover?
“We came to Hong Kong expecting to find the world of Suzie Wong, but what they uncovered
was something far more dark and sinister.” Thus spoke award-winning film director Richard
(The Contract) Tildesley, who was in town to shoot a documentary on the local ladies of the
night. And what exactly did he find? Alas we have to wait until we see the documentary on
local television – censors permitting – before we know the answer to that, as the good Mr
Tildesley flew out to Bahrain before he had time to explain himself.
Bear bottoms on show in Repulse Bay
If you’d gone down to the Repulse Bay last week, you would have been sure of a big surprise.
That’s because a teddy bear’s picnic was in full swing in a marquee next door. The occasion
was the launch of Edwin Mok’s Teddy & I Ltd, which he claims is the most cuddly company in
town. It was a view shared by the 50 or so adults and their children who showed up to meet
Cheeky, Ophelia, Bliss, Bubblegum and the other bears in the family. So if you can bear to
paws for a moment in the pre-Christmas rush, don’t forget that the Hong Kong Society for
the Protection of Children benefits from every sale.
Jogging can be harmful to your health
A stroll along Bowen Road on a Sunday afternoon can be a most rewarding experience. Apart
from the astonishing views across the harbour, you can also come across some very
unexpected sights. Such as a very senior Hong Kong executive obviously obeying his doctor’
orders to get some exercise.

But I expect the good quack meant something less taxing than jogging, because it seems to
me that if things go on the way they were progressing last Sunday, a major corporation will
be looking for a new manager.
Frederique does in the French way
“I didn’t want just another boring party. It had to be something with a little more
atmosphere,” purred beauty consultant Frederique Deleage – who is also famed for being
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the only French person in the history of the world to say “Non” to a glass of wine. So the
Ambassador Suite in the Grand Hyatt was the venue for this mademoiselle’s 45th birthday
celebration, which took the form of late night/early morning cocktails or a chosen few from
the ranks of close friends and beautician buddies. Frederique’s concept-and-marketing man
and bon ami, Victor Mehra, laid on the whole thing, presenting her with the suite and a row
of scent bottle to suit the occasion.
Into an abstract new world
Dwelling in the Jockey Club in Happy Valley, with his pottery-wheeling sister Katherine
Mahoney, London painter Robert McKellar must be contemplating how Hong Kong has
driven him to abstraction since his initial visit here last year. “It hurts to look at the intensity
that is Hong Kong,” he mused when describing his exit from the closet of still-lives into the
wide-open world of abstract art. Although he has exhibited at the Royal Academy for the past
12 years, he has never officially hung his abstracts out for public approval. That it, not until
the Touchstone Gallery’s Henk Hoppener got to him and persuaded him to stage his first
exhibition here. Watch out for the 12-piecer for a fortnight from December 17.
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